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Abstract
Digital halftoning is a printing technology that creates the illusion of continuous
tone images for printing devices such as electrophotographic printers that can
only produce a limited number of tone levels. Digital halftoning works because
the human visual system has limited spatial resolution which blurs the printed
dots of the halftone image, creating the gray sensation of a continuous tone image.
Because the printing process is imperfect it introduces distortions to the halftone
image. The quality of the printed image depends, among other factors, on the
complex interactions between the halftone image, the printer characteristics, the
colorant, and the printing substrate. Printer models are used to assist in the
development of new types of halftone algorithms that are designed to withstand
the effects of printer distortions. For example, model-based halftone algorithms
optimize the halftone image through an iterative process that integrates a printer
model within the algorithm. The two main goals of a printer model are to pro-
vide accurate estimates of the tone and of the spatial characteristics of the printed
halftone pattern. Various classes of printer models, from simple tone calibrations,
iv
vto complex mechanistic models, have been reported in the literature. Existing
models have one or more of the following limiting factors: they only predict tone
reproduction, they depend on the halftone pattern, they require complex calibra-
tions or complex calculations, they are printer specific, they reproduce unrealistic
dot structures, and they are unable to adapt responses to new data. The two
research objectives of this dissertation are (1) to introduce a new framework for
printer modeling and (2) to demonstrate the feasibility of such a framework in
building an electrophotographic printer model.
The proposed framework introduces the concept of modeling a printer as a
texture transformation machine. The basic premise is that modeling the texture
differences between the output printed images and the input images encompasses
all printing distortions. The feasibility of the framework was tested with a case
study modeling a monotone electrophotographic printer. The printer model was
implemented as a bank of feed-forward neural networks, each one specialized in
modeling a group of textural features of the printed halftone pattern. The textu-
ral features were obtained using a parametric representation of texture developed
from a multiresolution decomposition proposed by other researchers. The textu-
ral properties of halftone patterns were analyzed and the key texture parameters
to be modeled by the bank were identified. Guidelines for the multiresolution
texture decomposition and the model operational parameters and operational
limits were established. A method for the selection of training sets based on the
morphological properties of the halftone patterns was also developed. The model
is fast and has the capability to continue to learn with additional training. The
model can be easily implemented because it only requires a calibrated scanner.
The model was tested with halftone patterns representing a range of spatial char-
vi
acteristics found in halftoning. Results show that the model provides accurate
predictions for the tone and the spatial characteristics when modeling halftone
patterns individually and it provides close approximations when modeling multi-
ple halftone patterns simultaneously. The success of the model justifies continued
research of this new printer model framework.
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For the past 500 years, printing has been the principal means of conveying ideas.
The influence of printing in social, political, economic, and scientific arenas has
made it a prominent technology in the development of modern civilization. As a
result of a significant number of technological inventions, printing is prevalent and
commonly used, to the point that it has become an everyday commodity in our
homes. One such key inventions was halftoning, because it enabled the automatic
reproduction of images. Halftoning is a printing technology that simulates the
illusion of continuous tone images for printing devices able to deliver only one
level of colorant. The appearance of gray is created by modulating either the
number or the size of printed dots in a given area in proportion to the local
gray tone values. Halftoning works because the human visual system has limited
spatial resolution, which blurs the printed dots of the halftone image, thereby,
creating the gray sensation of a continuous tone image.
1
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In classical halftoning, an original film photograph is exposed through a screen
that is in close contact with a high contrast film, transforming it into a new film
photograph made of dots of varying sizes [1]. The size of each dot is proportional
to the intensity of the incident light passing through the screen. The new film
photograph is known as a halftone image, and it is used as a mask to transfer the
dot image onto a printing plate.
Digital halftoning is the adaptation of the classical halftoning technology to
digital printing devices such as electrophotographic printers. In digital halftoning,
a digital gray scale image is transformed into a digital image with a discrete
number of tone levels, [2] this is known as multi-level digital halftoning. Binary
halftoning is a special case of multi-level digital halftoning, where the digital
gray scale image is transformed into a bi-level tone digital image by skillfully
controlling the location of the black pixels. The well-defined set of instructions
that control the distribution and location of the black pixels is known as the
digital halftone algorithm [2].
The goal of the digital halftone algorithm is to produce images that, once
printed, are a close reproduction of the original continuous tone image. However,
the printing process is imperfect and introduces distortions to the halftone image,
which needs to be accounted for in the design of the digital halftone algorithms [3].
Due to various physical limitations, the printing process cannot exactly reproduce
the halftone image. At the outset, real printers typically distort the square pixels
into real dots that are relatively round. To completely blacken an area, the
real dots must overlap. This overlapping causes lower gray levels to be perceived
darker than the intended fraction of black dots. Most printers show additional dot
distortions that result in a non-linear, and at times non-monotonic relationship,
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between the aimed and the actual gray level [4]. The quality of the printed
image depends, among other factors, on the interactions between the printer
characteristics, the halftone image, the colorant, and the printing substrate.
Numerous digital halftone algorithms with diverse techniques have been in-
vented, all of them trying to compensate for printing distortions, while keeping
the results within a window where the human visual system does not perceive
artifacts. The first digital halftone algorithms were designed to imitate the clas-
sical screen halftone patterns. For the case of two tone levels, the digital halftone
algorithm converts the intermediate gray level of each pixel of the original gray
scale image into a binary level (0 or 1) to represent a white or a black pixel,
respectively. A common method to assign a binary value to a pixel is based on a
pixel-by-pixel comparison of the original digital image gray values with an array
of threshold values defined within a small selected region (halftone cell) of the
original digital image. Pixels in the halftone image are turned on (printed) if their
value in the original image is larger than its corresponding threshold. To create
the classical halftone dot patterns, the thresholds values within the halftone cell
are arranged to turn-on adjacent pixels along a spiral path, starting from the
center of the array, thereby forming a dot that varies in size according to the
original local gray level. Digital halftoning algorithms that use this modulation
strategy are sometimes called amplitude modulation (AM) halftoning algorithms.
At the time the early digital halftone algorithms were being developed, the printer
resolutions were low. The algorithms assume ideal printers, and did not incorpo-
rate corrections to account for printer distortions. The main concern with AM
halftones was dot visibility. The main goal of the AM halftoning algorithms was
to minimize the dot visibility by controlling the dot size, shape and angle, because
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tone errors could be easily corrected with a simple calibration.
Working with digital images offered additional freedoms when making dot
patterns. As an alternative to amplitude modulation patterns with isolated dots
can be made in order to reduce dot visibility. To obtain isolated dots, the thresh-
old values in the halftone cell can be arranged to turn on non-adjacent pixels
as the gray level increases. In this case, the size of the printed dot is fixed,
but the spacing (frequency) between the printed dots is varied. Digital halfton-
ing algorithms that use this modulation strategy are sometimes called frequency
modulation (FM) halftoning algorithms. The first of the FM halftoning algo-
rithms organized the dots in an ordered arrangement [5, 6]. Algorithms that use
the pixel-by-pixel computations, as described above, are sometimes called point
algorithms. Like other halftone algorithms these halftone algorithms also assume
an ideal printer and do not account for printer distortions. However, printers
were still low resolution and the main concern was dot visibility.
There were three problems with digital halftoning algorithms. First, that the
printers needed to have the capability of consistently reproducing isolated dots.
Second, the printed images suffered from a periodic structure that gave them an
artificial appearance. Third, larger tone corrections than AM algorithms were
necessary.
The FM halftoning algorithms were further improved with the algorithm pro-
posed by Floyd and Steinberg [7]. They proposed to change the thresholding
computation based on an analysis of the input pixel and its neighbors. These
algorithms are sometimes called neighborhood algorithms. The basic strategy
of the calculation was to distribute the gray error between the original image
and the binary image so that the average error was close to zero. Because of
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this strategy, this algorithm is also known as “Error Diffusion”. Although the
neighborhood calculations considerably increase the computational complexity of
the algorithm, the result was a stochastic pattern of dots that had an apparent
spatial resolution higher than that achieved by the clustered dots of AM.
Ulichney [8] introduced a theory to describe the spatial and spectral character-
istics of the FM patterns. His model was called blue-noise because the frequency
spectrum of the FM dots falls in the high frequencies of halftone patterns, just
like blue light is in the high frequencies of the white light spectrum. The main
problems with the algorithm were; the creation of textures shifts between some
gray levels, recurring unwanted wavy line textures, commonly known as “worms”,
that the amount of tone correction needed was much larger than AM, and that
it required a printer capable of consistently printing isolated dots. A large num-
ber of variations for the basic algorithm have been published [9] pursuing the
elimination of the unwanted textures.
Remarkable improvements in printing technology have been made and as
printers achieve higher resolutions, the capabilities of printing isolated dots from
FM halftoning algorithms is being challenged. This is particularly true for elec-
trophotographic printers. To compensate for printer distortions, researchers con-
tinued to developed numerous variations of digital halftone algorithms. One key
variation was to design halftone algorithms that produce some amount of clus-
tering within the FM algorithms to increase their printing robustness [10, 11, 12].
This type of halftone algorithm is sometimes called AM-FM Hybrid algorithms.
Lau [3, 10] introduced a statistical model to describe the spatial and spectral
characteristics of the AM-FM Hybrid patterns. The new model was called green-
noise because the frequency spectrum of the AM-FM Hybrid dots falls in the
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mid-frequencies of halftone patters just like green light is in the mid-frequencies
of the white light spectrum. The green-noise theory describes the ideal charac-
teristics of cluster sizes for a range of cluster sizes. Depending on the printer
reliability, small clusters are restricted for reliable printers while large clusters
are restricted to unreliable printers. The limiting case of this theory is Ulichney’s
blue-noise theory.
With the understanding provided by the green-noise theory, halftone algo-
rithms can be theoretically tuned to the capabilities of the printer. Developing
the halftone algorithm still required finding out what the printer capabilities were.
One common approach to account for the printer capabilities, is to print, eval-
uate, adjust and reprint test samples of the halftone pattern, until a desirable
result is obtained. This requires time, and the availability of judges to complete
the process. An alternative to this process is to construct a printer model that
simulates the printed results. With a printer model, both the cycle time for the
evaluations as well as the number of choices of halftone algorithms can be greatly
reduced.
Implicitly, all digital halftone algorithms assume some form of a printer model.
The digital halftone algorithms that explicitly include a printer model in their
design, are known as model-based digital halftone algorithms [13].
Numerous halftone algorithms have been developed with the implicit assump-
tion of an ideal printer. An ideal printer model assumes that each black dot is
an exact reproduction of the black pixel on the paper. These algorithms required
some form of tone correction. Tone correction is usually a transformation applied
to the image before halftoning. Often this approach does not work well when
the interaction between the printer and the halftone algorithm results in a non-
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monotonic, non-linear tonal response. This is particularly noticeable when, FM
algorithms are printed in electrophotographic printers. This is another reason
for developing accurate printer models and for including them in model-based
halftoning algorithms.
Within the model-based algorithms, there is a subclass of algorithms that
uses a numerical optimization strategy to find the optimum halftone image for a
given continuous tone image. These algorithms are usually iterative and typically
aim to minimize the perceived difference between the continuous tone image and
the halftone image. These algorithms are also known as search-based algorithms.
They pursue the ultimate goal of digital halftoning, which is; to optimize the
printing of each image by taking into consideration the interactions between the
image content, the printer characteristics, the toner, and the paper, while doing
this in real time. A common search-based algorithm is the direct binary search
[14, 15]. These algorithms require a human visual system (HVS) model and
printer model. This is another motivation to develop accurate, easy to implement,
printer models.
Numerous electrophotographic printer models with a variety of modeling tech-
niques have been invented. Some of the early work in modeling the paper light
scattering effects on the printed reflectance can be interpreted as printer mod-
els. One of the early approaches was the Yule-Nielssen model [16], in which a
power function is fitted to actual measured reflectance data to model the printed
reflectance. Various modifications to this equation have been done to account
for the interactions between the printer and the halftone pattern interactions
[17, 18, 19]. The limitations of such a model are: numerous parameters need to
be calculated, dot geometric functions need to be derived for each type of halftone
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algorithm, only mean tone value can be predicted, and only certain power func-
tion shapes can be fitted.
Another popular approach toward printer modeling is to simulate the print
dot as a hard circular dot. The goal of this model is to estimate the average gray
value of the printed pixel as a function of the halftone pattern bitmap based on
the amount of overlap of the dots in the neighborhood of the pixel. There are
also various modifications to the basic model, including some for which, instead
of calculating gray values with a formula, a table of gray values is created from
actual measurements of each possible dot pattern configuration in the neighbor-
hood. This approach has been accurate for many printers but cannot describe all
printer behaviors, so it requires different models for different printer technologies
and different printer resolutions. The interactions between the dots can be very
complex and this type of model does not have the power to model them.
The most complex electrophotographic printer models are those that attempt
to describe the physical behavior of each step in the printing process, also known
as physics-based models. For electrophotographic printers, these models tend to
be mathematically complex because they model the dynamics of the printer sub-
processes. These models also require significant knowledge of the specific printer
design parameters, and are also very difficult to implement.
A variation of the physics-based model describes the printer sub-processes in
a static, rather than in a dynamic way [20, 21]. These models are still mathemat-
ically complex although some of the steps could be modeled as a linear system.
Unfortunately, they still require detailed knowledge of the specific printer param-
eters, are difficult to implement, therefore, are not very portable.
Some recent electrophotographic printer models take a different approach.
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They model the probability of getting a toner particle developed at a given posi-
tion, as a function of the distance to the center of the exposure. To account for
dot interactions, they calculate the total exposure at the point, including neigh-
boring exposures. These models assume that the printers have a single toner
efficiency transfer function. The dot structures calculated by these models are
similar to the actual dot structures. The main drawbacks of the models are: that
they require the estimation of the printer toner efficiency transfer function, and
that they do not account for the stochastic dot shape variations of the printer.
Kacker et al. [22] developed another electrophotographic printer model in
which he calculated an exposure to absorptance curve for the printer. The expo-
sure is calculated from an analytical description of the laser beam profile which
includes the capability of modulating the laser exposure time. To calibrate the
model for a specific printer, he printed a special set of halftone patterns that re-
sults in negligible dot gain. The exposure to absorptance curve that he developed
is claimed to be a printer function. To calibrate for a specific halftone pattern,
a series of constant gray patches are printed and their absorptance is measured.
These measurements are used to adjust the printer function for dot gain. The ex-
posure to absorptance curves are used to estimate the specific absorptance of the
possible dot arrangements and they are implemented as a look-up table. Some
drawbacks of this model are: that detailed knowledge of the printer parameter
are required, and that two calibrations and a look-up table need to be calculated.
Another semi-empirical approach to printer modeling is Nielssen’s, in which
the halftone pattern is interpreted as a toner coverage map. In this model, a
physical spread function is convolved with the halftone pattern to simulate the
physical dot gain of the dots. This model was expanded by Gunawan [23] by
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adding random white noise to account for the stochastic dot variations in the
printer, by including a tone transfer function like Lau [3], and by developing a
technique to measure the amount of toner in a printed sample. The model did not
perfectly reproduce the printing process, particularly for FM and AM-FM hybrid
dots. This model requires the estimation of a physical point spread function, a
noise function, a toner transfer function, and a toner coverage calibration.
All of the above printer models have been useful in specific or limited appli-
cations. The more complex models have been more suitable for use by the com-
munity of printer designers. The simpler ones have been more suitable for AM
algorithms printed in low resolution printers. From this brief review of electropho-
tographic printer models, it is clear that some of the most common drawbacks of
current printer models are: their dependence on printer technology, complexity
of calculations, complexity of calibration, that they do not account for all types
of printer distortions, and that they are halftone pattern dependent.
To advance the halftone algorithm technology, some desirable characteristics
of an electrophotographic printer model are that they: need to account for all
types of printer distortions, need to minimize computational complexity, are de-
signed to be printer technology independent, are designed for ease of calibration,
and for minimizing halftone pattern dependence. The current frameworks for
building electrophotographic printing models do not meet all desired character-
istics listed above. This research was motivated by the need to explore new
approaches for improved printer modeling.
The two research objectives of this dissertation are (1) to introduce a new
framework for printer modeling and (2) to demonstrate the feasibility of such
a framework in building an electrophotographic printer model. The proposed
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framework introduces the concept of modeling a printer as a texture transfor-
mation machine. The basic premise is that modeling the texture differences be-
tween the output printed images and the input images, encompasses all printing
distortions including; the printer characteristics, the input halftone image, the
colorants, and the substrate. This approach offers a new viewpoint in printer
modeling research with the potential of addressing the shortfalls of current mod-
els.
1.2 Contributions
A key contribution of this thesis was the introduction of a new type of printer
model for electrophotographic printers. The model was based on the premise
that an electrophotographic printer is a texture transformation machine. A ba-
sic framework from which printer models can be built in a texture space was
presented, and its feasibility was demonstrated. A second contribution was the
implementation of the printer model framework as a bank of feed-forward neural
networks. The key texture parameters to be modeled by the bank were identified.
It was also demonstrated that the set of input texture parameters was insufficient
for accurate modeling and as an additional contribution a set of topology param-
eters that augmented the set was identified, thereby improving the accuracy of
the results. A third contribution was the establishment of guidelines for the oper-
ational limits of the multiresolution operational parameters. Another key contri-
bution of this thesis was the development of a method to select training sets based
on the classification of the morphological properties of the halftone patterns. The
development of this method was instrumental when modeling multiple halftone
algorithms simultaneously. As a side contribution it was also demonstrated that
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the normalized euclidian distance of the texture space correlated with halftone
pattern granularity.
The printer model framework is fast, and has the capability to continue to
learn with additional training. The model is also simple to implement because it
only requires a calibrated scanner. The model was tested with halftone patterns
representing a wide range of spatial characteristics found in halftoning. Our re-
sults show that our model provides accurate predictions for marginal statistics
and granularity. When trained with a set of mixed halftone patterns, the model
performed well with minimal failures. Our implementation is only one of many
possible implementations for the proposed framework. Results demonstrate sig-
nificant accuracy. Further research in this area is warranted to continue the
development of printer models in a texture space.
1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 reviews various technologies that are relevant to this research. The
chapter begins with a historical review of printing technology from the perspective
of solving the image reproduction problem. The review spans from early man-
ual reproduction techniques to the current digital halftoning techniques. Then
the fundamental principles of the electrophotographic printing technology are
reviewed. The imperfections of the printing process with emphasis on the elec-
trophotographic process are presented. The next section examines the literature
of printing models with emphasis on to electrophotographic process. An introduc-
tion to visual texture follows with emphasis on the statistical theory of texture.
The chapter ends with an introduction to neural networks.
Chapter 3 introduces the framework for electrophotographic printer modeling
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based on the premise that a printer is a texture modifying machine. This chapter
describes the basic architecture of the printer model.
In Chapter 4 the concept of a halftone pattern texture is reviewed and tested.
The study includes the parametric texture representation of the halftone patterns,
the feasibility of the parametric representation for printer modeling, an evaluation
of the texture space, and sensitivity studies to identify a practical operating range
and combination of the analysis and synthesis parameters.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the framework in the form of a
neural networks printer model. The identification of key modeling parameters
and the concept of a bank of neural networks is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 6 expands the work of the previous chapter to include modeling
independent of halftone algorithm. This chapter introduces a morphological clas-
sification method for halftone patterns that is use for the selection of training
sets.
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research and discusses numerous
opportunities for future research.
Chapter 2
Background
Chapter 2 reviews various technologies relevant to this research. The chapter
begins with a historical review of printing technology (§2.1) from early manual
reproduction techniques to current digital halftoning techniques. The review is
from the perspective of techniques used to solve the image reproduction prob-
lem. Section 2.2 reviews fundamental principles of electrophotographic printing
technology. Section 2.3 reviews the imperfections of the printing process with
emphasis on electrophotographic printers. Section 2.4 examines the literature of
printing models with emphasis on the electrophotographic process. An introduc-
tion to visual texture follows (§2.5) focusing on the statistical theory of texture.
The chapter ends with an introduction to the basics of neural networks (§2.6).
2.1 Printing
For the past 500 years, printing has been the principal means of conveying ideas.
The influence of printing in social, political, economic, and scientific arenas has
14
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made it a prominent technology in the development of modern civilization. Print-
ing allowed knowledge to spread among the populace instead of keeping it confined
to elite groups. Nowadays, printing is prevalent and commonly used; it has be-
come an everyday commodity in our homes. This was not the case a few decades
ago, until a number of significant technological inventions were developed. Specif-
ically, image reproduction technologies were needed because reproducing images
is more complex than printing text. For example, consider the task of creating
a black and white printed image of a scene. Each position in the scene has an
intensity level with values in a continuous range from white to black. However,
each equivalent position in the printed image has only two intensity levels; either
to cover the area with black colorant, resulting in a completely black spot, or to
leave the area uncovered resulting in a white spot. Printing a midtone gray is
not an option. This constraint is known as the image reproduction problem and
results from the fact that the density of the black colorant cannot be changed. To
solve the image reproduction problem, clever printing techniques were invented
in order to give the appearance of the mid-level gray tones.
2.1.1 Early Manual Image Reproduction Techniques
One of the earliest image reproduction techniques, known as xylography1, was
developed in China (c.500) and consisted of skillful hand carvings of scenes in
wood blocks (Figure 2.1). Artists knew that the human eye had limited spatial
resolution and that a gray sensation could be created by controlling the number,
thickness, and orientation of the carved lines. Printing was done by inking the
face of the wood block and bringing it in contact with the paper. The back of
1from the Greek, xulon “wood” and graphos “writing”
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the paper was then rubbed or pressed by hand, or with a simple tool. The early
reproduced images were crude, using only coarse lines.
Figure 2.1: Chinese wood block print page from the Diamond Sutra (the earliest
known book bearing an actual date) printed c.868 during the Tang Dynasty. (Image
source:Wikimedia Commons, US public domain)
Improvements in carving tools and cutting techniques resulted in printed im-
ages of better quality. However, by the 16th century the limitations of wood block
printing had been reached. Wood blocks were carved with finer detail than could
be reproduced in the print. Further improvements in image reproduction were
achieved around the 17th century with the invention of other printing techniques,
such as Intaglio2. Intaglio is a printing technique in which a design is engraved
into a metal plate, ink is forced into the cut lines and wiped off the rest of the
surface, damp paper is laid on top, and both plate and paper are rolled through
a press. The use of metals, such as copper, further increased the quality of the
prints because it allowed for greater precision in the cutting technique by use of
2From the Latin word tagliare which means to cut.
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fine needles or chemical etching. The intaglio process was commonly used for fine
illustrative work. One of the great masters of woodcuts and intaglio was Albrecht
Du¨rer, who tried to turn the print medium into an art form. A famous example
of his art is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Albrecht Du¨rer, Knight,Death and the Devil copper engraving in the Mu-
seum Boijmans van Beuningen collection. (Image source: Wikimedia Commons, US
public domain)
In 1796, Alois Senefelder invented a printing method based on the repulsion of
oil and water. In this innovative method, an oil-based image is put on the surface
of a smooth piece of limestone, acid is added to etch the image onto the surface,
a water soluble solution is then applied which sticks only to the non-oily surfaces
and seals it. The stone is covered with an oily ink which will only adhere to the
oily part of the image; paper is laid on top to transfer the ink. Because the original
method involved a piece of limestone, this method was named lithography3. An
3From the Greek words lithos, stone and graphos, to write
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image of a litho stone is shown in Figure 2.3
Figure 2.3: Lithographic Stone and Print of an old map of Munich. (Wikimedia Com-
mons image from Chris 73. License under the creative commons cc-by-sa 2.5 license)
Because engraving was tedious and required a skillful craftsman, images were
expensive to reproduce and; Therefore, pictures were sparsely used even with the
advent of the printing presses. In a typical process, an artist would make a sketch
of the scene, followed by a more detailed drawing. The drawing would be copied,
sometimes in reverse, onto a smooth block of wood. A craftsman would then cut
away all of the surface but the lines to be printed. The finished block would then
be pressed into clay, making an impression of the image. Molten metal was then
poured onto the clay, making a cast to be used in the printing process.
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2.1.2 Photomechanical Reproduction
Around 1822, Joseph Nicephore Niepce discovered that the asphalt compound,
known as bitumen of Judea, previously used to control acid etching in the intaglio
process, had two remarkable properties. This material would bleach to a light
gray color upon exposure to sunlight, and it would also selectively harden in
the exposed areas. He used this material to produce the first photomechanical
reproduction of a paper engraved image of the Cardinal d’Amboise. Niepce coated
a pewter plate with the bitumen of Judea, and exposed it by placing it in contact
with the paper engraving which had been previously oiled to make the paper
almost transparent. The light passing through the clear areas of the engraving
hardened the bitumen to the plate, while the unexposed areas remained soluble.
After dissolving the soluble areas, he treated the plate in an acid bath to etch the
uncovered metal in the location of the engraving lines, creating a printing plate
(Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: First photomechanical reproduction. Comparison of the original engraving
(left) and the first photomechanical reproduction (right) made by Niepce. (Image
source: Wikimedia Commons, US public domain)
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Niepce also made the first permanent photograph, a sunlit scene of the view
from the third floor window of his house at Le Gras, by placing the coated pewter
plate inside a camera obscura (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Reproduction of the first permanent photograph, view from the window at
Le Gras, created by Niepce in 1826. Due to the long sunlight exposure the buildings are
illuminated from both sides. (Image source: Wikimedia Commons, US public domain)
The photomechanical process for intaglio printing developed further, with
modifications that resulted in the plate’s etched cavities being proportional to
the intensity of the exposed light. When photography came into use in the 1840s
it did not immediately alter printing. The fundamental limitation of the print-
ing process still existed; only solid blacks and whites could be rendered. The
intermediate shades of gray found in a photograph could not be reproduced. At
that time, photography supported the intaglio engraving process by replacing the
artist’s sketch of the scene with a photograph. The image quality of photography
greatly exceeded the quality of any printed image of that time. However, pho-
tographs could not be reproduced in mass quantities. Only exclusive books had
photographs pasted on the pages. Automatic image reproduction could not be
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realized until techniques for transferring photographs to print were invented.
2.1.3 Halftoning
In 1852, the limitation of printing photographs was overcome when William Fox
Talbot, after experimenting with screens and gauze, invented the halftone pho-
tography process [24].
Halftone photography is an imaging process that exposes an original film pho-
tograph through a screen (Figure 2.6), onto a high contrast film that effectively
thresholds the screened image, transforming it into a new film photograph made
of halftone dots of varying sizes. The size of each dot is proportional to the inten-
sity of the incident light passing through the screen. The new film photograph is
known as a halftone image and it is used as a mask to transfer the dot image onto
a printing plate. The impact of this discovery was not fully realized until almost
forty years later, when the first halftone photographic reproductions appeared in
daily newspapers (c.1890).
The halftoning process was further developed by the Levy brothers in 1893,
when they patented the first commercial screen [25]. The screen consisted of two
glass plates with cross-hatched opaque lines forming transparent squares which
produced sharp edged dots (hard dots). The next breakthrough occurred in
1953 with Hepher’s invention of the contact screen [1]. The contact screen is a
photographic film exposed and processed with a vignette pattern. This screen is
put in close contact with a high contrast photographic media to produce a halftone
image with dots with diffused edges (soft dots). Numerous modifications of the
contact screen continue to evolve, contributing to the development of the graphic
arts printing industry. For an in depth description of screen technology see [26].
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Figure 2.6: Halftone photography process. Light reflected from the original image A
passes through the halftone screen B and exposes a high contrast film C resulting in
a halftone image. The size of each dot is proportional to the intensity of the incident
light. The halftone image is use as a mask to the dot image onto a printing plate D.
Nowadays, most halftone images are digitally generated.
2.1.4 Digital Halftoning
Digital halftoning is the process of converting a continuous tone image into a
pattern of pixels with a discrete number of tone levels using digital processing
techniques [2, 27]. The pattern of pixels, also known as the halftone image, is
used to display the continuous tone image in media incapable of reproducing
continuous tones. The most familiar example is the printing of ink or toner onto
paper (Figure 2.7). For bi-level printers, each position in the printed image has
only two choices: to cover the area with ink, resulting in a black spot or to leave
the area uncovered, resulting in a white spot. A digital halftone algorithm refers
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to a well-defined set of instructions for transforming a continuous tone image into
a discrete number of tone levels so that it can be printed. The goal of the digital
halftone algorithm is to produce images that once printed are a close reproduction
of the original continuous tone image.
    
Figure 2.7: Digital Halftoning Process. The original digital contone image A is pro-
cessed by the halftone algorithm B resulting in the halftone image C which is processed
by the printer D to generate a replicate E of the original image.
2.1.4.1 Definition of Halftone Patterns
In the context of this research, halftone patterns will be defined as the binary
images resulting from the application of a halftone algorithm to a constant tone
field. Sometimes halftone patterns are referred to as halftone textures. In many
halftone algorithm design processes, halftone patterns are created and printed so
they can be visually evaluated, and adjustments can be made to the algorithm
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to improve the reproduction. Frequently, halftone patterns are used as targets
during printer characterizations. Halftone patterns are used as targets because
the quality of a printed image depends on the interaction between the printer
characteristics and the halftone pattern, among other factors.
The spatial frequency content of the halftone patterns, often characterized
by the Noise Power Spectrum (NPS), is sometimes used to classify the halftone
patterns. The shape of the radially average NPS, also known as the radially av-
erage power spectrum density (RAPSD) is used to broadly classify the halftone
patterns into three groups: green-noise, blue-noise, and periodic-noise halftone
patterns (Figure 2.8). The color terminology used is an analogy to the color of















Figure 2.8: RAPSD of the ideal green, blue, and periodic-noise halftone patterns.
The RAPSD is shown relative to the white-noise RAPSD, which is represented as the
dotted straight line. The fg, fb, and thefp are the principal frequencies for each halftone
pattern. (Adapted from [28])
the light that has a similar frequency spectrum as that of the halftone pattern.
Green-Noise halftone patterns are those that have the noise power concentrated at
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intermediate frequencies. Blue-noise halftone patterns are those that have most
of the noise power at high frequencies with almost no low frequency components.
Periodic-noise halftone patterns are those that have their noise power concen-
trated at a given frequency. Figure 2.8 shows a comparison of the RAPSD of
the ideal green, blue, and periodic-noise halftone patterns. The RAPSD is shown
relative to the white-noise RAPSD, which is represented as the dotted straight
line. The fg, fb, and thefp are the principal frequencies for each halftone pattern.
NPS is also used as a classification method to categorize halftone algorithms as
discussed below in section 2.1.4.3.
2.1.4.2 Perception of Halftones
How a printed image is perceived depends on the interaction of the printer charac-
teristics, the halftone image, the substrate (commonly paper), and the character-
istics of the HVS [29, 16]. One of the key characteristics of the HVS that governs
the perception of the printed image, is it’s inability to detect small differences
between shades of gray as the spatial frequency increases [30]. The difference
in brightness between two shades of gray is known as the image contrast. Con-
trast is measured as the ratio of the difference between the luminances of the two
gray levels, and their sum. This is shown in Equation 2.1, where Lmax and Lmin





The contrast sensitivity of the HVS can be experienced by observing the
Campbell-Robson contrast sensitivity target shown in Figure 2.9. The target
shows bars that increase in spatial frequency along the x-axis and decrease in
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Figure 2.9: Campbell-Robson Contrast Sensitivity Target. Image source: PostScript
program c©1996 Izumi Ohzawa. See [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]
contrast along the y-axis [31]. The viewer can experience the difficulty of detect-
ing low contrasts in the rightmost (higher spatial frequencies) and the leftmost
(lower spatial frequencies) sections of the target. The decrease in sensitivity at
higher frequencies and low frequencies is due to various factors including the
lateral inhibition of ganglion cells, the optical characteristics of the cornea and
lens, and the result of the eye adapting to a large range of lighting conditions.
The function that describes the contrast sensitivity of the HVS is known as the
contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [30, 36]. The CSF provides guidelines for the
resolution requirements of a printer and for the acceptable range of spatial fre-
quencies for the halftone images. It also allows for the development of metrics
that measure the distortion seen by a human viewer.
The CSF has been measured for the average observer with carefully designed
psychometric experiments. Figure 2.10 shows the CSF reported by Campbell and
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Figure 2.10: Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) measured by Campbell and Robson.
Robson [31]. The figure shows that the CSF is a bandpass function with peak sen-
sitivity from 3 to 10 cycles/deg. Approximately beyond 40 cycles/deg, the viewer
cannot distinguish the high frequencies and sees only gray. For example, given
that a square wave grating can be made of an infinite sum of the odd harmonics
of sine wave components, then any square grating above 13.5 cycles/deg will have
its next harmonic above 40 cycles/deg, which is outside the resolution limit of the
HVS. For reference, the acuity of 20/20 vision is defined as 30 cycles/deg. The
interpretation is that, to print a high contrast square grating, the printer needs
to be able to reproduce sharp edges to a resolution equivalent to 13.5 cycles/deg,
while a single sinusoidal response (first harmonic) is adequate between 13.5 to 40
cycles/deg. Equation 2.2 converts the distance independent units of cycles/deg
to printer resolution units of lines/inch for a given viewing distance. In Equation
2.2, Pr is the printer resolution in lines/in, d is the distance in inches, and fθ
is the spatial frequency in cycles/deg. For a viewing distance of 12 inches, the
equation shows that 350-400 lines/in should give an adequate frequency response











The CSF has been extensively reported in the literature as the visual transfer
function (VTF) or modulation transfer function (MTF) of the eye. To facilitate
the implementation of the CSF, several models have been proposed. Table 2.1
and Figure 2.11 illustrate three models that have been used in the development
of halftone algorithms. The Campbell [37] and the Mannos [38] models are band-
pass, while the Daly model [39], is lowpass. The lowpass behavior of the Daly
model accounts for the fact that viewers do not keep a fixed distance from the
image. The model allows low frequencies that are more visible at larger viewing
distances to pass. To apply these models to a specific viewing distance, the angu-
lar frequency has to be related to a spatial frequency through Equation 2.3, where
fl is the spatial frequency in cycles/mm, fθ is the spatial frequency in cycles/deg,










One additional consideration in modeling the HVS is to account for the fact
that eye sensitivity depends on the orientation of the observed features. The
eye is less sensitive to the detection of slanted features than to the detection
of horizontally or vertically oriented features. To account for this behavior, the
CSF models are transformed using equation 2.4, where fr is the radial frequency,
θ = arctan( fy
fx
) is the angle between the horizontal (fx) and the vertical (fy)
frequencies, s(θ) is a function that represents the angular dependence of the HVS,
and CSF (fr, θ) is the angular corrected CSF. Daly proposed s(θ) = 0.15 cos(4θ)+
0.085 as a choice for s [40].
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Model Model Parameters
Campbell e−2piαfθ − e−2piβfθ α = 0.012, β = 0.046
Mannos α(β + γfθ)e
−(γfθ)
δ α = 2.6, β = 0.0192






if fθ > fθmax
1 else
α = 2.6, β = 0.192
γ = 0.114, δ = 1.1
fθmax = 6.6
Table 2.1: Models for the CSF


















Figure 2.11: Comparison of three CSF Models.
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The CSF models allow for the development of metrics to measure the distor-
tion of the halftone image as seen by a human viewer. For example, when printing
a uniform shade of gray (flat field) using two different halftone algorithms, the
distortions as seen by a human viewer can be calculated as the root mean square
error between the original continuous tone image and the binary halftone image
after filtering with the CSF.
2.1.4.3 Halftone Algorithm Classification
After years of research, numerous halftone algorithms with diverse techniques
have been invented with various levels of success in reproducing the original
contone image (Figure 2.12). Today, halftone algorithm development continues
to be an active research area [1, 2]. Concurrent with the development of the
halftone algorithm techniques, various ad hoc classification methods came into
use, in part with the objective to fulfill the need of predicting the print quality of
a given halftone algorithm and printer combination. The classification methods
evolved informally from the perspective of different authors, inevitably resulting
in overlapping classifications, none of which is recognized as a standard. Following
is a review of the main classifications methods reported in the literature, other less
commonly used classification methods are discussed in review articles by Stoffel
[41] and by Jones [42].
The halftone algorithm classification methods are organized under two ba-
sic viewpoints: the dot distribution viewpoint and the dot generation viewpoint
(Figure 2.13). From the halftone dot distribution viewpoint, there are two com-
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Examples of Halftone Algorithms
Figure 2.12: Examples of Halftone Algorithms. The matrix of images shows a small
sample of the large variety of halftone algorithm techniques that have been invented.
The top left image is the original contone image. The inset boxes are magnifications
to illustrate the local modulation of the pixel structure of each halftone algorithm.
The halftoning techniques span from clustering the pixels, to dispersing the pixels, to
organizing the pixels in vertical lines. The success to how close the halftone algorithm
reproduced the original image varies widely.
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Figure 2.13: Halftone Algorithm Classification Methods
monly used classification methods: the dot organization method, and the dot
power spectrum method. The first method (Dot Organization) classifies halftone
algorithms according to the organization and size of the dots. In this method,
the halftone algorithms are first broadly categorized as a clustered or dispersed
dot [3, 4]. In clustered dot halftone algorithms, the tone levels are represented
by aggregating neighboring pixels in the digital halftone image therefore, forming
a growing cluster of pixels that print as a larger dot. Modulating the size of
the dot cluster controls the density of the halftone pattern. The digital halftone
algorithms that use this technique are often referred to as amplitude modulated
(AM) halftones, since it is the size or amplitude of the dot that is modulated
(Figure 2.14). In contrast, in dispersed dot halftone algorithms, the tone level is
represented by turning on pixels trying to keep the pixels as far as possible from
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each other to represent each gray level [7, 8]. In this case, the density level of
the halftone pattern is controlled by modulating the number of the dots that are
turned on. These types of halftone algorithms are often referred to as frequency
modulated (FM) halftones since it is the number or frequency of the printed dots
rather than the size of the dot what is modulated (Figure 2.14).
The clustered dot and the dispersed dot categories are further subdivided ac-
cording to whether the halftone dots are placed in a periodic (ordered) or an ape-
riodic (irregular) pattern [6, 7], hence resulting in four classification groups. Oc-
casionally, the terms hybrid dot [8] or micro clustered [9] are associated with the
aperiodic-cluster-dot category. Hybrid dot halftone algorithms are often viewed as
a combination of the AM and FM types because the pixels are grouped into small
clusters and these clusters are maintained as far as possible from each other. The
result is local clusters of dots that are globally dispersed [12](Figure 2.14). Repre-
sentative halftoning algorithms for each of the groups are: centered-clustered dot
(clustered-periodic) [2, 8], Bayer (dispersed-periodic) [5], microcluster (clustered-
aperiodic) [43], and error diffusion (dispersed dot-aperiodic) [7].
The second classification method under the dot distribution viewpoint (Dot
Power Spectrum) classifies halftone algorithms according to the halftone dots
noise power spectrum. This type of halftone pattern classification was previ-
ously discussed in Section 2.1.4.1 and is now applied to the halftone algorithm.
The main classification method has three categories; blue-noise, green-noise,
and periodic-noise. Representative halftoning algorithms for each of the groups
are; error diffusion (blue-noise) [7], linear pixel shuffling (green-noise) [44], and
centered-clustered dot (periodic-noise)[2, 8].
From the second halftone classification viewpoint (Dot Generation) there
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are also two commonly used classification methods: computationally designed
screens, and computation type. The first method (Computational Screens) clas-
sifies halftone algorithms into two main groups, adaptive and non-adaptive, based
on the computation method used [45]. The non-adaptive category refers to al-
gorithms that use computationally designed halftone screens, while the adaptive
category refers to halftone algorithms that perform direct calculations on the
input image. Arguably, the non-adaptive category also performs direct calcula-
tions on the input image (e.g. thresholds the image). However, to belong to the
non-adaptive category, the halftone algorithms must also compute each pixel in-
dependently of its neighbors and must accomplish this in a single computational
path on the input image. All halftone algorithms that do not meet the three
non-adaptive criteria are classified as adaptive. The adaptive category is further
subdivided into two subcategories, iterative and non-iterative. The adaptive non-
iterative category includes algorithms that complete only one path of calculations
on the continuous tone input image. The adaptive iterative algorithms are those
that carry out multiple paths of calculations on the continuous tone input image
until some pre-defined error criterion is minimized. Representative halftoning
algorithms for each of the categories are: all the screen thresholding algorithms
(non-adaptive), Floyd-Steingberg error diffusion (adaptive non-iterative) [7], and
direct binary search (adaptive iterative) [14, 15].
The second classification method under the dot generation viewpoint, classi-
fies halftone algorithms according to the type of computation performed on the
continuous tone input image. The halftone algorithms are further sub-divided
into three main categories: point, neighborhood, and iterative. The point algo-
rithm category refers to halftone algorithms for which each pixel of the halftone
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image is a function of only one pixel of the continuous tone input image. In the
neighborhood algorithm category, each pixel of the halftone image is a function
of a local neighborhood of the continuous tone image. In the iterative algorithm
category, the final halftone image is attained after several passes of calculations
through the continuous tone image. In the halftone literature, these categories
are also occasionally referred to as: screening (point), error diffusion (neighbor-
hood), and model-based (iterative). Representative halftoning algorithms for each
of the categories are; clustered dot (point) [2, 8], Floyd-Steingberg error diffusion
[7](neighborhood), and direct binary search [14, 15].
Figure 2.14: Halftone algorithm dot distribution strategies. The top row shows three
gray levels of an AM halftone. The middle row show the same three gray levels for an
FM halftone, the bottom row show the same three gray levels for a Hybrid halftone
In practice, the current halftone algorithm classification methods have limited
utility because they only provide a vague idea of what the printed output quality
might be. Recent progress in understanding the interaction between the binary
halftone patterns and the printer capabilities suggests that other classification
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methods may be developed using a new criteria based on the halftone pattern
morphology [46]. In Section 6.1.1 we present a halftone classification method
based on halftone morphology.
2.2 Electrophotography
Electrophotography, or Xerography was invented by Chester Carlson in 1939; it
is an imaging process commonly used in paper copiers and laser printers [47].
Electrophotography is based on two physics principles: first, that materials of
opposite electrical charge are attracted to each other, and second, that some
materials become better conductors of electricity when exposed to light [48].
A generic electrophotographic process consists of six steps: (1) charging, (2)
exposure, (3) developing, (4) transfer, (5) fusing, and (6) cleaning (Figure 2.15).
In step 1 (Charging), a photosensitive rotating drum is homogeneously neg-
atively charged by a corona charger. The most widespread material used is
an organic multi-layer coating generically known as the organic photoconductor
(OPC).
In step 2 (Exposure), an image is exposed by a controlled light source onto
the photosensitive rotating drum. The spatial location of the light exposure on
the OPC corresponds to the image. This light exposure selectively discharges the
photoreceptor in the exposed areas creating an electrostatic latent image.
In step 3 (Development), the latent electrostatic image is developed into a
real image using a toner. A toner is the colorant used in EP systems and it can
be either a dry powder or a liquid. The toner particles are negatively charged
pigmented polymer particles that are attracted to the discharged image area
forming a visible toner image. Toners are tailored to the process parameters of
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the printer.
In step 4 (Transfer), the toner image is transferred to the output medium
(usually paper) using a charged transfer roller. The toner transfer takes place
via electrostatic forces and it is sometimes assisted by pressure between the OPC
and the paper.
In step 5 (Fusing), heat and pressure are applied to the paper to melt the
toner particles, producing a stable permanent image.
Finally, in step 6 (Cleaning), the photosensitive drum is cleared of any residual
toner or residual charges by mechanical and electrical mechanisms, cleaning the
surface and allowing the process to be repeated.
The specific implementation of the generic electrophotographic printing pro-
cess varies greatly. Differences in the photoconductor materials (organic vs. non-
organic), the light sources (laser, LED, halogen), the toner composition (powder
vs. liquid), the transfer unit (direct vs. indirect), and the fusing unit (conduc-
tive vs. radiative heat) can result in numerous permutations. For information
on specific EP printing devices, it is best to search the literature and patent
portfolio of its manufacturing company. There are numerous variations to the
electrophotographic process described above. Each of the subsystems can be ad-
justed to meet cost, size, and image quality specifications.For an in depth review
of electrophotography see references [48] and [49].
2.3 Printer Distortions
The printing process is imperfect because it introduces distortions to the halftone
image. Printer distortions are the result of interactions between the printer char-
acteristics, the halftone image, the colorant (toner in electrophotography), and

























Figure 2.15: Steps in the Electrophotographic process. 1. Charging 2. Exposure 3.
Development 4. Transfer 5. Fusing 6.Cleaning
the substrate (usually paper), which has an effect on the quality of the printed im-
age. The phrase “printer characteristics” refers to the complete set of a printer’s
physical and process attributes that interact with the halftone image, the colorant
and the substrate to ultimately determine the types and levels of distortions that
the printed image will exhibit. In this work, an ideal printer is defined as a
printer that does not introduce distortions (no interactions) and that perfectly
reproduces the halftone image. Consequently, a printer model of an ideal printer
assumes that the reflectance of the perceived gray is proportional to the fraction
of black pixels in the halftone image, without considering optical effects. Optical
effects will be discussed in section 2.3.4.
Many halftone algorithms have been developed assuming ideal printer behav-
ior, ignoring printer distortions and they generally result in sub-optimal images.
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With the advent of higher resolution printers that produce smaller dots, it has
become more critical to optimize the halftone algorithm taking into consideration
the distortions of the specific printer used, to achieve the highest possible image
quality. The development of new types of halftone algorithms that are able to
withstand the effects of printer distortions continues to be an active research area
[50, 51, 3, 12, 52, 53].
This section starts with a look at the two printer distortions found in elec-
trophotography, dot-gain and dot loss, followed by an introductory review of the
factors that affect printer distortions in electrophotographic printers. A discus-
sion of the nature and modeling of the optical effects follows. The next subsection
looks at the interaction between the halftone image and the printer characteris-
tics. The final subsection describes a typical characterization process for halftone
algorithms and printers.
2.3.1 Dot Gain
Dot gain is defined as the physical and apparent increase in size of the printed
dot when compared to it’s intended size. The two sides to dot gain are: a real
physical increase in the dot size (physical dot gain)[28], and an apparent increase
in dot size due to optical effects (optical dot gain) [54, 55, 56, 57].
2.3.1.1 Physical Dot Gain
Physical dot gain is due to the physical spread of the toner as it is deposited on
the paper. There are two components to physical dot gain, a designed component
(dot overlap) and a process component (dot spread).
For physical reasons, real printers cannot reproduce square dots like the square
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pixels in the halftone image. Because real printers produce nearly circular dots
it is necessary to design some degree of overlap for each dot in order to attain
100% toner coverage. The net result is that the dots are larger than the halftone
pixel. This is the dot overlap component of physical dot gain.
The other component of physical dot gain is due to the physical spread of
toner outside of the intended area (dot spread) [23, 3, 58]. Dot spread depends
on the printing technology and the specific printer characteristics. Dot spread
is commonly the aggregated effect of the dot spread of each of the steps of the
specific printing process.
The net result of dot overlap and dot spread is that the perceived gray is darker
than the fraction of black pixels in the halftone image. When viewing prints on
paper the effect of physical dot gain cannot be directly observed. This is because
there is an optical component to dot gain due to the scattering properties of
paper. The physical dot gain effects can be directly observed when printing on
a non-scattering substrate or by minimizing the scattering effects by soaking the
printed paper in oil or by illuminating it from the back to minimize the effect of
light scattering inside the paper [59, 60].
2.3.2 Dot Loss
Dot loss is another well known printer distortion typically found in electrophoto-
graphic printers [61]. Dot loss is a random event that results from the inability of
the printer to reliably reproduce isolated or near isolated small dots. In contrast
to dot gain, dot loss results in gray levels that are lighter than the fraction of
black pixels in the halftone image. Since it is a phenomenon associated with small
and isolated dots, dot loss is most noticeable in the lighter tonal areas and with
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FM halftone patterns.
2.3.3 Printer Distortions in Electrophotographic Printers
The dot gain and dot loss concepts are the cumulative effect of numerous factors
that affect the electrophotographic process (EP). EP is a highly technical and
complex process. A robust electrophotography printer design takes into account
the effects of the wear and degradation of the materials and printer parts, because
small changes in the printer parameters such as electric potentials, gaps, and
vibration, may results in lower image quality. Each step of the EP can contribute
to the degradation of the printed image.
The following is a short summary of some of the factors that affect printer
distortions for each step in electrophotographic printers. The goal of this section
is to get insight into the complexity of EP and how it relates to printer distortions
and to the challenges of building a printer model.
2.3.3.1 Charging Step
The goal of the charging step is to place a uniform surface charge on the photo-
conductor. Some factors that affect the uniformity of the charge are: the chemical
composition of the photoconductor, the thickness of the photoconductor layer,
the amount of Ozone generated by the charger and the efficiency of the cleaning
process [62].
2.3.3.2 Exposure Step
The exposure step, which forms the latent image, is where dot overlap occurs. The
shape of the printed dot is different from the theoretical shape of the dot in the
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binary halftone pattern [63]. The binary halftone pattern consist of a matrix of
squared pixels, while the dot shape in the latent image is determine by the profile
of the beam spot exposing the photoconductor. In electrophotographic printers
that use a laser beam, the exposure profile is very often a gaussian function. To
attain full coverage it is necessary to fill each square dot position so the size of
the actual latent image dot is typically designed to be about 1.5 times the size of
the halftone pattern dot area. The capability of an electrophotographic printer to
reproduce small isolated dots is dependent on various design parameters such as:
type of light source, laser beam power, laser beam profile, and the OPC thickness.
For example, a laser beam exposure is more capable of generating small dots than
a halogen lamp exposure because it is capable of producing more dense surface
charge. In another example the stability of the latent image for very small dots
is dependent on the interactions between the laser beam, laser beam power and
the OPC thickness [Watanabe 2001] [Hasebe 2001].
2.3.3.3 Development Step
In the electrophotographic development step the amount and location of toner
mass deposited is influenced by the non-uniformity of the latent image electric
field and the physical and electrical properties of the toner. Properties such as
toner particle size and tribocharge distribution has an effect on the amount and
distribution of toner coverage [64, 65, 66, 67]. Another factor that affects the toner
mass deposition is the technology used to deliver the toner to the electrostatic
latent image (e.g. liquid vs. dry toner, carrier or no carrier).
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2.3.3.4 Transfer Step
During the transfer step not all of the toner deposited on the photoconductor
is transferred to the paper. It has been reported that the fraction of the toner
transferred to the paper is a function of the toner mass density on the photo-
conductor [20] which in turn depends on the gray level of the halftone pattern
[3, 68]. In has been previously reported that the transfer efficiency is a function
of the toner mass density increases[69, 70]. Another important design factor is
the transfer gap, which is the distance between the paper and the toner in the
OPC. The amount of toner spreading is dependent on the transfer gap [71].
2.3.3.5 Fusing Step
Finally, in the fusing step, the toner particles are melted under pressure, result-
ing in physically smearing of the toner over a larger area than intended. The
mechanical deformation of the toner deposited on the paper surface is a function
of the applied pressure and temperature profiles [72, 73].
2.3.4 Optical Dot Gain
The second component of dot gain is optical dot gain. Optical dot gain is the
apparent growth of the dot due to the interaction between the incident light
scattering inside the paper and the printed dots [74, 54, 59]. Although this
interaction is not part of the printing process the magnitude of the optical dot
gain strongly depends on the outcome of the printing process. Also when viewing
a print the perceived gray depends on both the physical and the optical dot gain.
It would seem as if the interaction of the incident light with the paper could be
described simply by accounting for reflection and absorption effects. However,
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since paper is a natural turbid medium, the optical dot gain is a strong function
of the paper scattering properties. This section looks at the paths of an incident
photon when entering turbid media, how to model the scattering phenomenon,
the interaction of the scattering light in the presence of toner, and a linear model
of optical dot gain.
2.3.4.1 Light Scattering Paths
When a photon enters a scattering media such as paper, it can take a number
of different paths (Figure 2.16) and will most likely exit at a point different than
the entry point. The incident light might be absorbed by the paper (path A:
absorption), or some of the incident photons might pass through and exit the
backside (path B: direct transmission). For paper, path B is a low probability
event since paper is a strong scattering medium. Alternatively, the incident light
can be reflected at the interface between the air and the paper (path C: specular
surface reflection or gloss). Light that enters the paper might scatter multiple
times before it exits the paper or it becomes completely absorbed (path D: bulk
reflection). Bulk reflection is the path that determines most of the visible optical
properties of paper. Another plausible event is when scattered photons exit the
paper on the opposite side (path E: diffused transmission). Finally, light that
enters the paper and tries to exit on the backside might also be reflected into the
paper again (path F: internal surface reflection).
2.3.4.2 Modeling of Light Scattering
Much time and effort has been spent modeling light scattering phenomena [54].
Although the scattering by single particles is successfully described by the Rayleigh
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Figure 2.16: Paths followed by a photon in a turbid medium. (A) Absorption, (B)
Direct transmission, (C) Specular surface reflection, (D) Bulk reflection, (E) Diffused
transmission, and (F) Internal surface reflection
and Mie scattering equations, these equations are not applicable to printing be-
cause most of the optical properties of paper are due to multiple scattering. The
general solution for the multiple scattering phenomena is described by the radia-
tive transfer theory [75]. In practice, application of the radiative transfer theory
to describe the light scattering in paper becomes a complex exercise in math-
ematics and some simplifications are necessary. Computational simplification
is achieved by assuming symmetrical properties and isotropic scattering under
uniform diffused illumination. With these assumptions, the radiative transfer
theory reduces to what is known as the Kubelka-Munk (KM) theory [76]. The
KM theory is represented by two differential equations that describe the upwards
and downwards light flux inside the turbid media in terms of four parameters:
the material thickness, the reflectance of the background interface, a scattering
coefficient (S), and an absorption coefficient (K). The S and K coefficients are
properties of the material and represent the mean distance that a photon travels
in the turbid media before it is absorbed or scattered. For a detail description
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and a table of common solutions to the KM equations see Wyszecki and Stiles
[77]. The KM theory has been successfully used in various studies to describe the
scattering behavior of paper [78, 79, 80].
2.3.4.3 Light Scattering Paths in the Presence of Toner
The possible paths followed by a photon entering a scattering media were de-
scribed in Section 2.3.4.2. When toner is present, additional paths exist between
the incident light and the printed dot, as shown in Figure 2.17. In addition to
the specular surface reflection at the paper interface (path A), the incident light
might be absorbed or reflected at the surface of the dot (paths B and C). Some
of the incident photons that enter through the paper, scatter, might be absorbed
or exit through the paper (path D). Other photons that enter through the paper
will scatter and might become absorbed under the dot (path E), or exit through
the dot (path F). Other incident photons might enter through the dot, scatter in
the paper, become absorbed under the dot (path G), exit through the dot (path
H), or exit between the dots (path I).
Optical dot gain is illustrated by path E, which is the outcome from the lateral
diffusion of incident light as it becomes trapped under the dot. The net result
of optical dot gain is that it produces patterns that are darker than intended.
The nature of the optical dot gain phenomena indicates that the probability of
the events illustrated by path E depends on the halftone pattern and the paper
properties.
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Figure 2.17: Paths followed by a photon in a printed turbid medium in the presence of
toner. The cause for optical dot gain is the event illustrated by path E, where a photon
enters the paper where there is no ink and then, after scattering under an ink dot, it is
absorbed on its way out.
2.3.4.4 Modeling Of Optical Dot Gain
The optical dot gain component might be modeled as a macroscopic linear system
by letting the bulk diffuse reflection of the paper be described by a paper point
spread function Pp(x, y). This function relates the spatial distribution of the
incident light to the spatial distribution of the bulk reflected light. All paths in
Figure 2.17, with the exception of the specular paths A-C, can be modeled as
the convolution of a paper point spread function with the transmittance image
of the halftone pattern. This is shown in Equation 2.5, where R(x, y) is the
reflected image, I(x, y) is the incident light intensity distribution, T (x, y) is the
transmittance image (representing the halftone image) and Pp(x, y) is the paper
point spread function.
R(x, y) = [(I(x, y) · T (x, y)) ∗ Pp(x, y)]T (x, y) (2.5)
For an ideal printer the function T (x, y) is defined by the halftone pattern. To
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represent a real printer, the function T (x, y) should represents the halftone image
including the printer distortions due to the physical dot gain and dot loss. The
goal of some printer models is to predict the function T (x, y) from the halftone
pattern.
2.3.5 Algorithm/Printer Interaction
The total effect of the printer distortions in tone reproduction can be appreciated
in Figure 2.18. This figure shows the deviation of the actual reflectance from the
input reflectance for clustered dot halftone patterns of different dot sizes. In this
figure, CDn identifies a clustered periodic dot of size n x n pixels (i.e. CD4 is a
4x4 pixels dot). The input reflectance is an idealized reflectance assuming that no
printer distortions nor optical dot gain exist. The dotted line represents the ideal
response where the output reflectance perfectly reproduces the input reflectance.
The deviation from the dotted line represents the magnitude of the dot gain,
showing that the output reflectance in each case is lower than intended reflectance,
consequently, resulting in darker images than the those described by the halftone
patterns. Notice that the dot gain is not uniform across the reflectance range.
The dot gain increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases as a function of
the reflectance level. The magnitude of dot gain also depends on the halftone
algorithm, the smaller the clustered dot size the larger the dot gain.
Another example of the effect of real printers distortions is shown in Figure
2.19. This figure is like Figure 2.18 except that it shows the reflectance response
of an aperiodic dispersed dot (ED) and a clustered periodic dot (CD8) halftone
algorithm. The different curve shapes show very different responses for each of
the halftone algorithms. For example, in the lighter tonal areas (high reflectance)
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the ED halftone algorithm shows a reflectance response that is lighter than the
CD8 and than the ideal aim. This an example of the interaction of the printer
characteristic with the halftone algorithm resulting in dot loss due to the smaller
dot size of the ED halftone pattern. A strong interaction exists between the
halftone image dot structure and the severity of dot loss; the finer the structure,
the higher the probability of the dot loss effect. Much research has focused on
the design of halftone algorithms that are resilient to dot loss [51, 81, 82].
A large variety of halftoning algorithms have been developed throughout the
years [41, 2, 27, 8]. Early research suggested that dispersed dot (FM) halftoning
algorithms were most advantageous for minimizing the visibility of the halftone
printed dot [8, 39]. This is because patterns created from FM halftone algorithms
have noise power spectrums composed mostly of high-spatial frequencies and the





















Figure 2.18: Dot gain for various Clustered Dot Algorithms. CDn where n represents
the size of the clustered dot (i.e. CD4 is a 4x4 pixels dot). The magnitude of the dot
gain decreases as the clustered dot size increases. The dotted line represents perfect
reproduction. The input reflectance is an idealized reflectance assuming that no optical
effects exist.
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Figure 2.19: Input vs. Output Reflectance for an aperiodic dispersed dot (ED) and a
clustered periodic dot (CD8) pattern. The finer structure of the ED halftone pattern
is greatly distorted in the lighter tonal areas as compared to clustered periodic dot
pattern (CD8).
HVS is unable to resolve higher spatial frequency dot patterns. Although the
dot visibility advantage of FM halftone algorithms is well documented, many
printers still rely on AM halftoning algorithms. This is because many printers
are unreliable when it comes to reproducing small isolated dots [3]. The input
reflectance in Figure 2.18 is the idealized reflectance assuming an ideal printer
and no optical dot gain. This reflectance is described by the MurrayDavies (MD)
equation 2.6 [83]. The parameters in this equation are: the toner area fraction
F , the reflectance values of the paper Rp and the toner Ri.
R = F ·Ri + (1− F ) ·Rp (2.6)
Figure 2.20 shows a plot of the ideal and measured tone reproduction for a
clustered dot 8 x 8 algorithm. The ideal and the measured reflectance are plotted
against the toner area fraction F . The straight line represents the ideal reflectance
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calculated from the MD equation. The deviation from the straight line represents
the net effect of the printer distortions and the optical dot gain. The measured
reflectance is not linearly related to the dot area fraction and it is lower than the
reflectance calculated by the MD equation. This indicates that the real image is
darker than the input image.

















Figure 2.20: Reflectance vs. Dot Area Fraction for a clustered periodic dot (CD8)
pixels. The straight line is the ideal reflectance calculated from the MD equation.
A tone reproduction match is not sufficient to ensure a visually pleasant print.
All real printers also affect the variability of the tone reproduction. To evaluate
the effects that real printers have on the reflectance variability, an idealized noise
model is required. An idealized noise model (Eq 2.7) is obtained through error
propagation of the MD Equation.
In Equation 2.7 the reflectance variance (σR
2) is the sum of the variances due
to the printer system (σRS
2), the halftone pattern (σRF
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For an ideal printer σRS
2 = 0, because there is no system variation. Assuming
an ideal printer and expressing the contribution from the halftone pattern (σRF
2)
in terms of the independent parameters of the MD model, Equation 2.7 is reduced
to Equation 2.8.
σR
2 = F (1− F )(Ri −Rp)2 + σRM 2 (2.8)
Equation 2.8 shows that for an ideal printer, the variance of the reflectance
is a quadratic function of the toner area fraction. Figure 2.21 shows a plot of
the standard deviation (σR) of the reflectance calculated from Equation 2.8 for
various values of ∆R = (Ri−Rp) and assuming no measurement errors. The ∆R
parameter captures the behavior for a specific idealized printing system. In real
printers, the values of the Ri and Rp are a function of the toner area fraction and
the halftone pattern [84, 18, 19].
Figure 2.22 shows measurements of the reflectance standard deviation as a
function of toner area fraction for three clustered periodic dots (CD4, CD8, CD16)
and one aperiodic dispersed dot (ED) halftone pattern. The patterns were printed
on an electrophotographic printer at 600 dpi. The dotted line is the ideal model
response for the case of ∆R = 0.32. The differences between the measurements
and the ideal model represent the effect of the algorithm/printer interaction in
a real printer. The variations in the responses suggests that there is a strong
halftone pattern-printer interaction. For example, for the clustered periodic dots,
the smaller the dot size, the larger the deviations from the ideal response.
The development of new types of halftone algorithms that are able to with-
stand the effects of printer distortions continues to be an active research area
[52, 51, 53, 12, 3, 50, 15]. Pappas proposed that clusters of dots are more re-
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Figure 2.21: Reflectance Standard Deviation (σR) vs. Dot Area Fraction (F) model for
an ideal noiseless printer.

















Figure 2.22: Reflectance Standard Deviation (σR) vs. Dot Area Fraction (F) for a real
printer. Compare with the idealized printer model shown in Figure 2.21.
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silient to printer distortions [53]. Notice that in Figure 2.22, the large 16 x 16
pixels clustered dot exhibits the closest behavior to the idealized model printer.
The challenge lies in creating dot clusters that are large enough to be resilient
to the printer distortions but small enough to minimize the visibility of the clus-
ters. Many printers still rely on AM halftone algorithm because the resulting
halftone patterns are more resilient to printer distortions [53] as compared to
those obtained from FM halftone algorithms. Recent work suggests that hybrid
(AM/FM) halftone algorithms offer a solution [3, 85] by optimizing the balance
between cluster visibility and printing distortions effects.
2.3.6 Characterization of Halftone Algorithms & Printers
The performance of halftone algorithms can be evaluated by printing a series of
constant gray levels of halftone patterns, and then conducting a psychophysi-
cal experiment. In this experiment, observers are asked to evaluate the printed
images for a series of visual qualities including: dot structure visibility, image
noise, constant gray field uniformity, perceived boundaries between tone levels
and artifacts such as lines or blotches. The responses from observers are pooled
and through statistical analysis a determination is made about the adequacy of
the algorithm. An objective instrumental analysis, such as microdensitometry,
can also be applied to supplement the results obtained from observers. The anal-
ysis from observers’ evaluations typically take precedent over the instrumental
analysis.
The algorithm evaluation process is resource intensive. A single evaluation
cycle requires; the generation of the digital files, tuning of the halftone algo-
rithm, multiple printing of each digital file using a properly calibrated printer,
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evaluations by observers, and pooling and analysis of the responses. In addition,
the evaluation may require an instrumental analysis of each sample. The typ-
ical cycle time for one psychophysical evaluation is on the order 1 to 2 weeks
depending on the availability of observers. A complete evaluation of a halftone
algorithm/printer combination may require several evaluation cycles.
With the advances in computer technology, the number and variety of methods
to build halftone algorithms [86, 82, 45, 87] has proliferated. Therefore, there are
often numerous halftone algorithms to be tested. When several halftone algorithm
options are being evaluated, the number of cycles required significantly increase
the demand for resources. This is one of the motivations to develop printer
models.
Printer simulation models represent an improvement to the psychophysics
halftone algorithm evaluation process described above. The printer simulation
models can assist in the design of the halftone algorithms and can facilitate the
rapid evaluation of different halftone patterns without the need for printing and
measurement of actual samples. Therefore, the printer simulation model is a
screening tool that can be used to reduce the number of halftone algorithms to
be evaluated by the psychophysics method, because only algorithms that have a
better opportunity of success are evaluated.
2.4 Printer Models
The goal of a printer model is to accurately predict the output of the actual
printed image. These predictions may be in the form of parameters, or may be
in the form of a simulated image from which parameters can be calculated. Most
printer models described in the literature were built with the goal of predicting
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the tone reproduction curve [83, 16, 88]. This was sometimes accomplished with
simple calibrations.
Modeling the spatial characteristics of the printed image is more challenging
than modeling tone. To model spatial characteristics a detailed model for each
of the printer processes might be required. Printer models capable of predicting
both tonal and spatial characteristics are more advantageous because they can
be used to estimate visual noise metrics.
The following sections review the printer models found in the literature.
2.4.1 Murray-Davies Printer Model
The Murray-Davies (MD) Equation 2.6 previously described in Section 2.3.5 can
also be interpreted as a printer model. Equation 2.6 can be rearranged as shown
in Equation 2.9. The ∆R = (Ri − Rp) and the Rp parameter are the only two
parameters in this model. The RP is the paper reflectance which can be obtained
by direct measurement. The ∆R is the parameter that describes the specific
printer system. In this model an ideal printer with no interactions is described
by a constant ∆R for all values of F . In real printers, the values of Ri and Rp
are functions of F and of the halftone pattern.
R = F ·∆R + Rp (2.9)
Figure 2.23 shows a plot of the measured reflectance vs. the area fraction F for
a variety of halftone algorithms, clustered periodic (CD2, CD3, CD4, CD8, and
CD16), aperiodic dispersed (ED), and clustered aperiodic (LPS). The straight
solid line represents the MD model fitted for this particular printer. The model
clearly fails to fit the data properly. The measured values are not linearly related
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to the dot area fraction and are lower than those calculated by the MD equation.

























Ri = 0.043  
Murray−Davies Eqn.        
                          
RF=FRi + (1−F)Rp 
RF=F(Ri−Rp) + Rp
                          
RF=F(−0.730) + 0.773   
Figure 2.23: Mean Reflectance vs. dot area fraction (F) with MD equation.
2.4.2 Yule-Nielssen Printer Model
To better model the dot gain effects, Yule and Nielsen proposed the empirical
equation 2.10 [16]. The Yule-Nielsen equation (YN) is a modification of the MD
equation with the addition of the empirical parameter n. The parameter n is
adjusted to fit the experimental data.
R = [F ·R1/ni + (1− F ) ·R1/np ]n (2.10)
Equation 2.10 has been applied successfully to model tone reproduction in
many halftone systems. If light does not scatter laterally in the paper to any
significant extent, then n = 1 and the YN equation reduces to the MD equation.
However, if light scatters through the paper, then n > 1. The n factor is the
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parameter that accounts for the physical and optical dot gain. In Section 2.3.1.1,
it was explained that the physical dot gain accounts for the interaction between
the halftone pattern and the printer characteristics. Likewise, the optical dot gain
accounts for the interaction between the scattering light and the real printed
image. The YN equation is limited to fit only a specific family set of power
functions.
This equation was modified to account for the dot area fraction dependence of
the ink and paper reflectance and by incorporating a scattering probability model.
Additional parameters were added to the YN probability model to account for
the type of halftone algorithm and to relate the model to the paper point spread
function. For a detailed review see references [18, 19].
The disadvantage of the probability function model is that the probability
function will be different for different halftone patterns.
2.4.3 Circular Dot Overlap Model
The first authors to propose a circular dot overlap model were Roetling and
Holladay [89]. The basis of the circular dot overlap model, is to characterize the
printed dot by a round circle that overlaps its neighbors. The model assumes
that a printer dot is round and uniformly black with a constant reflectance. It
also assumes that the overlapped areas develop to the same uniform reflectance.
To completely cover a pixel area in black, the dot diameter needs to be at least
the size of the pixel diagonal, that is d ≥ δ√2, where d is the diameter and δ is
the pixel spacing (Figure 2.24). Because of physical dot gain, real printers will
produce dots that are larger than the minimum size. The model is calibrated
by finding the parameter ρ which is the ratio of the actual dot diameter to the
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minimum dot diameter that minimizes the mean error between the modeled and
the measured reflectance curves. This circular overlap dot model assumes that
the gray level of a pixel is the percentage of the pixel that is covered by toner. The
amount of dot overlap at each pixel can be characterized by the three parameters
α, β, and γ. The parameters are the ratios of the shaded areas to the pixel area






Figure 2.24: Circular Dot Model Parameters. The amount of dot overlap at each pixel
is characterized by the three parameters α, β, and γ. The parameters are the ratios
of the shaded areas to the pixel area. The parameter d is the dot diameter and the
parameter δ is the pixel spacing.(Adapted from [52].)
The gray level of a pixel at position (i, j) can be calculated using the formula
in Equation 2.11. In this formula, bi,j indicates if the pixel is a black pixel
(bi,j = 1) or a white pixel (bi,j = 0). The parameter f1 represents the number
of horizontal and vertical neighboring black pixels, f2 represents the number
of diagonal neighboring black pixels that are not adjacent to any horizontal or
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vertical black pixel, and f3 represents the number of pairs of black pixels in which
one is a horizontal neighbor and the other is a vertical neighbor.
g(i, j) =

1 if bi,j = 1,
f1α + f2β − f3γ if bi,j = 0.
(2.11)
An alternative approach to the idealized assumption that the dot has constant
reflectance was proposed by Pappas et al. [52]. They proposed a look-up table
approach in which specific halftone patterns are printed and their reflectance
is measured. Each printed pattern is designed to represent a dot overlap case.
Characterizing all possible dot overlaps is a time consuming task. A simplification
of the circular overlap dot model was proposed by Wang et al. [90]. They
proposed to shift the pixel addressability grid to the center of the circular dots by
shifting the grid a distance of δ/2. This modification greatly reduced the number
of overlapping dot patterns to just seven, facilitating the calibration of the model.
Because of its simplicity, the circular dot overlap model has been extensively
used in halftone modeling. Some examples of its application can be found in
[91, 53, 92, 93].
Circular overlap models are empirical models that approximate the printer
behavior. However, circular overlap models can only predict average tone, do not
adequately account for all printer distortions, cannot estimate spatial character-
istics, and are limited to the specific halftone pattern or algorithm from which
the calibration measurements are made.
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2.4.4 Physical Models
Perhaps the most challenging models to build are those that describe the physics
of the electrophotographic process. Electrophotography is based on two physics
principles: first, that materials of opposite electrical charge are attracted to each
other, and second, that some materials become better conductors of electricity
when exposed to light.
In the physics-based models each process step (charging, exposing, developing,
transferring, fusing, and cleaning) of the electrophotographic process is modeled
independently. The physics-based models tend to be extremely complex. The
literature on physics-based models for electrophotographic printing is vast. There
are numerous models that specialize on a part of the process. The following is a
brief introduction to the types of models used for each step in the EP process.
This introduction is limited to identify the parameters that are modeled and
some general comments on what is important and how it has been used. For an
in depth study of the models, see the cited references in each of the following
subsections. The models tend to fall into two categories: continuous media, and
discrete element. Models for the charging, exposure and fusing processes are
typically formulated as a set of non-linear partial differential equations based
on the mechanics of continuous media. Models for the development, transfer,
and cleaning processes are typically formulated with the discrete element method
(DEM) to simulate the dynamics of toner particles.
In general, physics-based models are of great interest to printer manufacturers,
while halftoning researchers tend to favor simpler models. In Japan, there has
been a strong focus to develop numerical simulations for the electrophotographic
process in recent years. Committees have been established by the Imaging Society
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of Japan (ISJ) and the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (JSME) to promote
the modeling and numerical simulations of the electrophotgraphic process [94].
2.4.4.1 Charging models
There are two types of chargers frequently used in printers: corotron/scorotron
charger, and contact charger. The corotron/scorotron charger uses ionized gases
generated in a corona discharge field. Researchers have developed analytical
models for the corona discharge field [62], for the ozone generated in the corona
discharge field [94] and for the ionic wind [95]. These models have been used to
improve the charging system, particularly the airflow in the scorotron to improve
the charge uniformity and to minimize the blur of toner dust. Understanding
the ozone levels is important because it deteriorates the organic photoconductor
(OPC). The contact charger roller is the other frequently used charging technol-
ogy. The contact roller is attractive because it generates small amounts of ozone.
Kawamoto et al. [96] and Kadonga et al.[97] modeled the charging characteristics
of micro discharges as a function of the gap distance and the voltage required to
create an arc (Paschen’s law). Additional contact roller charging models can be
found in References [98] and [99].
2.4.4.2 Exposure Models
The exposure into the OPC, discharges the surface charge resulting in a change of
the spatial charge distribution (latent image). The formation of the latent image
of the OPC has been modeled dynamically with a time-dependent conduction
model that accounts for the conservation of positive and negative charges and for
the charge distributions [62].
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2.4.4.3 Development Models
In the development process, toner particles are electrostatically attracted to the
latent image on the OPC surface to form a real image. The key to the formation of
a stable toner image is to achieve a smooth flow of toner particles. Two method-
ologies have been used to model the development process. The first methodology
is based on the principles of fluid mechanics and uses the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion for incompressible fluids. To use this equation, Takuma et al. [64] assumed
that the toner is a non-Newtonian fluid with an empirically measured effective
viscosity. The focus of Takuma’s work was to obtain a smooth flow of toner
particles. However, the fluid mechanics approach is inadequate for modeling the
complete development process because it assumes that a smooth flow is sufficient
for uniform development.
The second methodology used the DEM, which is the theory developed to
simulate microscopic particles in motion. DEM theory has been in development
since the early 70’s and one of its biggest drawbacks is the long calculation time.
In the DEM simulation process, all the forces acting on a particle (mechanical,
electrostactic, magnetic) are added to find the resultant force. Then, the change
in position and velocity within a certain amount of time is calculated for each
particle. The process is repeated using the new positions to calculate the forces.
Numerous articles have been published reporting successful application of the
DEM to the development process [66, 100, 101]. In addition, advanced micro-
scopic imaging techniques and particle tracking velocimetry have been used to
confirm and improve the models [102].
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2.4.4.4 Transfer Models
The most common method to transfer toner to the paper is the use of a bias
transfer roller (BTR). The BTR creates an electrostatic potential to attract the
toner particles. Two methods have been used to model the toner transfer into
paper. The first method by Ito and Kawamoto [69] assumes that the electric flux
line is perpendicular to the surface of each layer and uses a one-dimensional layer
structure method to calculate the transfer electric field. This method showed good
agreement with empirical results for a typical monochrome laser printer. The
other method is based on the DEM theory previously discussed in Section 2.4.4.3.
Nakayama and Mikai [103], Iimura and Kadonaga [71] and Kadonaga et al. [104]
successfully used DEM to model two of the major defects in toner transfer: hollow
defect and toner scattering. Others have also successfully modeled the separation
discharge between the paper and the transfer belt, which is a source of image
degradation.
2.4.4.5 Fusing Models
The fusing step involves modeling the heat transfer from the rollers, and the
melting, adhesion and solidification of toner particles. These subprocesses have
been modeled with conventional heat transfer theory and viscoelastic theory [105].
2.4.4.6 Cleaning Models
The image quality impact of the cleaning process is mainly due to incomplete
cleaning. Residual materials or abbrasions of the OPC affect the charging pro-
cess and therefore, create an image quality defect. The main factor affecting a
cleaning blade is vibration. Therefore, most of the models found in the litera-
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ture that relate to cleaning are vibrational models and are only of interest to
printer designers. The previous models were focused on describing the physical
phenomena of each step in the process. The most common approach was to build
dynamic numerical models. These types of models are very useful for the printer
designers since they are more adaptable for optimization, tolerance, and process
control studies. However, because of their complexity, these models require nu-
merous parameters which often need to be empirically measured. Therefore, they
are not very portable from printer to printer. Another approach for printer mod-
eling is the development of static models which describe some of the mechanistic
processes as linear systems.
2.4.4.7 Spaulding and Mourad
One of the early examples of the static model approach was reported by Spaulding
[20]. He modeled the EP subprocesses with Equations 2.12. His exposure model
is for a flash exposure. The exposure at the photoconductor Iopc step was modeled
with Equation 2.12a, where the input exposure distribution (Io) is convolved with
the optics spread function (OSF ). The result of the convolution is transformed
with the function Tflare[·] to account for system flare. The system flare is assumed
to be a fraction of the light from the image that is uniformly spread over the entire
image. The last step is a convolution with a velocity spread function Vsmear to
account for the motion of the photoconductor. The charge at the photoconductor
surface was modeled with Equation 2.12b. In this equation Vo is the initial
potential, V − r is the residual voltage, k1 and k2 are constants that account
for quantum efficiencies and for the electrical properties of the photoconductor,
and Csmear is a charge spread function to account for charge migration to the
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surface. The development step assumes that the developed toner mass is linearly
related to the average strength of the local electric field. The electric field is
calculated using Kao’s [106] formula to calculate the electric field directly from a
charge distribution. In Equation 2.12c, the integrand is Kao’s function, Vb is the
bias voltage in the development station, F is the fourier transform, k3 − k5 are
constants that account for the electrical properties of the photoconductor and
the development zone. The final step is the transfer of the toner mass to the
paper. The assumption is that the toner mass transfer efficiency is a function of
the toner mass in the photoconductor. Equation 2.12d shows that the toner mass
on the paper is calculated by multiplying the toner mass on the photoconductor
by the transfer efficiency η (which is a function of MOPC) and then convolve with
a smearing function Hsmear to account for the fusing.





Vr + (Vo − Vr) e(−k1IOPC)
)) ∗ Csmear (2.12b)
Mopc = k5
∫
F−1 [k3Vb + k4F [CS]] dt (2.12c)
Mpaper = ηMOPC ∗Hsmear (2.12d)
Another example of a physics-based static model, was introduced by Mourad
et al. [21]. In his models each of the electrophotographic sub-processes was
independently modeled. Like Spaulding, Mourad modeled the exposure step as
a linear system. He also assumed that the toner mass density is dependent on
the perpendicular component of the electrostactic field of the photoconductor.
He modeled the resulting perpendicular component of the electric field to a one-
dimensional Gaussian exposure with Equation 2.13. In this equation, E(r) is
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the perpendicular component of the electric field, I(r) is the one-dimensional
Gaussian exposure and C(ξ) is Neugebauer’s one-dimensional modulation transfer
function (MTF) model [107] for electrophotography (Equations 2.14). These
equations calculate the one-dimensional electric field frequency response in the
proximity of a developing electrode. The parameters ξ, L1, L2, β, η, andz account
for the electric properties and the physical configuration of the photoconductor,
for details of these parameters see [108].




cosh(ξ(L1 − z)) (2.14a)
A(ξ) = sinh(ξL2)− β
ξL2
(cosh(ξL2)− e−β (2.14b)
B(ξ) = (cosh(ξL1) sinh(ξL2) + · · · η sinh(ξL1) cosh(ξL2))(1− ( β
ξL2
)2) (2.14c)
Mourad approximated the two-dimensional response by assuming circular
symmetry of the electric field substituting r with
√
x2 + y2 response. The re-
sulting function E(x, y) represents the the electric field response of a single dot.
The convolution of E(x, y) with a high resolution binary grid containing ones at
the center of the desired halftone dots, results in the 2D electrostatic field image
of the binary pattern. This is equivalent to the integrand of Equation 2.12c.
The development process is modeled as a threshold operation. The assump-
tion is that development will occur when the electrostatic attracting force over-
comes the toner adhesion forces. This is modeled by Equation 2.15 where the
adhesion forces are simulated by a constant threshold level τ and the electro-
static force is calculated as the product of the toner charge q and the electric field
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E(x, y). The charge q is approximated by randomly sampling from a log-normal
distribution that represents the charge distribution in the toner. If the threshold
condition of Equation 2.15 is met, then the pixel is assigned a toner particle di-
ameter according to a Rayleigh distribution. The toner transfer process is simply
modeled by randomly choosing a proportional part of the toner particles. The
resulting image is the thickness profile of the transferred toner particles. Finally,
the fusing step is simulated by the convolution of the thickness profile with a low
pass filter shaped like a hyper-parabola. The end result of the electrophotographic
process simulation is a profile of the simulated fused bitmap. Mourad used toner
thickness profile to calculate a simulated transmittance spectrum assuming the
micro transmittance of the toner follows the Bouguer-Lambert’s law.
qE(x, y) > τ (2.15)
These models yield good predictions of system tone transfer function but
require the estimation or measurement of a large number of physical parameters
and considerable knowledge of the system sub-processes design. These models
did not account for the stochastic noise characteristics of the process needed for
quantitative image structure analysis. Physical models like those of Spaulding and
Mourad simulate very specific physical printers and therefore, are more suited for
use by manufacturers of printers or printer components.
2.4.4.8 Lin and Wiseman
The model by Lin and Wiseman take a different approach towards modeling the
printed output [58]. The authors proposed that the probability of getting a toner
particle at a given position was a function of the distance to the center of the
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dot. Given an isolated printed dot on the photoconductive drum at position x,
the probability P (y, x) of having a toner particle at position y is determined by
Equation 2.16, where D is the printer addressability and α is a printer dependent
parameter that accounts for dot overlap. This model assumes statistical indepen-
dence between the toner particles belonging to different dots, Therefore, when
there are multiple dots the toner particles in the overlap region are determined
exclusively by one of the dots. The model is calibrated by computing the total
area covered by the toner particles and applying the Yule-Nielsen equation to
calculate the reflectance. The α is adjusted so that the calculated reflectance
matches actual measurements.
P (y, x) = e
−α|y−x|2
D2 (2.16)
For multiple printed dots, this implies statistical independence between toner
particles belonging to different dots. Lin and Wiseman used the Yule-Nielsen
model to convert their toner map to reflectance space. The examples published
in their paper successfully matched dispersed dot patterns but had difficulty
predicting tone reflectance for clustered periodic patterns.
2.4.4.9 Lau
Lau [3] proposed a modification to Lin and Wiseman’s model. He defined the
probability of a toner particle at a given point as a function of the total amount
of light energy collected at that point. The total amount of light collected was
defined as the superposition of beams corresponding to each printed dot. Assum-
ing a Gaussian beam, the total amount of light energy at a point y is defined by
Equation 2.17.







The probability of toner at a point y given dots at xi : i = 1, 2, . . . , N is defined
as:
P (y; xi : i = 1, 2, . . . , N) = F(Ly) (2.18)
where F(·) is the system toner transfer function. The exact form of F(·) is a
function of the printer. Lau proposed the two parameter transfer function in
Equation 2.19 to account for a development threshold, transfer efficiency as a
function of the total exposure, and a saturation exposure beyond which toner




0 forLy < T1
Ly−T1
T2−T1
forT1 ≤ Ly < T2
1 forLy ≥ T2
(2.19)
Advantages of this model are that: it accounts for the interaction between nearby
dots and, it includes a transfer function that accounts for the efficiency of trans-
ferring toner to the paper. This model was validated on the basis of good matches
to the tone reproduction curves. One disadvantage is that a toner transfer func-
tion needs to be estimated for each printer. The model does not account for the
stochastic variation within the printer. For example, this model will give exactly
the same toner distribution to isolated dots that are not interacting.
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2.4.4.10 Nilsson
A semi-empirical approach to printer modeling was taken by Nilsson et al. [29].
They used a blurring function as a toner physical spread function to simulate
the average physical dot gain of a printed dot. The Nilsson model is summa-
rized in Equations 2.20. His model considered the halftone bitmap image as a
toner coverage map, where a value of 0 represents the absence of toner and a
value of 1 represents full toner coverage. Equation 2.20a shows the calculation
of the transmittance image T (x, y) assuming a non scattering toner. In this
equation, C(x, y) is the halftone pattern, B(x, y) is the physical spread function,
(Dmax) is the full tone coverage transmissive density and ∗ is the convolution op-
erator. From the T (x, y) image, they modeled (Equation 2.20b) the reflectance
image R(x, y) accounting for the optical effects of using a paper spread function
P (x, y)[109, 54, 57]. Io is the incident irradiance to the paper.
T (x, y) = 10−Dmax[C(x,y)∗B(x,y)] (2.20a)
R(x, y) = Io[T (x, y) ∗ P (x, y)]T (x, y) (2.20b)
Nilsson found that Gaussian-like kernels adequately described the average phys-
ical dot gain.
2.4.4.11 Arney et al.
Arney et al. [68] developed a printer model for electrophotography following the
toner physical point spread function concept introduced by Nilsson (Equation
2.21a), were C(x, y) is the halftone toner coverage, B(x, y) is the physical point
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spread function, and Cb(x, y) is the blurred coverage image.
Cb(x, y) = C(x, y) ∗B(x, y) (2.21a)
Cr(x, y) = Cb(x, y) + Rand[σs, 0] (2.21b)
Cd(x, y) = [Cr(x, y)]
q (2.21c)
T (x, y) = e−ε·cd(x,y) (2.21d)
R(x, y) = RgT (x, y)[P (x, y) ∗ T (x, y)] (2.21e)
To account for the intrinsic noise instability of the printer, they expanded Nils-
son’s model by adding normally distributed random noise (N[σs, 0]) to the blurred
coverage image (Equations 2.21b). They also adopted Lau’s toner transfer effi-
ciency function concept, with the exception that they chose to use a power func-
tion (Equations 2.21c). The transmittance image T (x, y) was calculated with
Equation 2.21d assuming a non scattering toner. The reflectance image R(x, y)
was calculated accounting for the optical effects of using a paper spread func-
tion P (x, y) in Equation 2.21e. Rg is the mean paper reflectance The model
was calibrated for toner coverage with an optical technique developed to quantify
the toner mass distribution of printed samples [23]. Arney et al. obtained good
results for toner coverage. Since they included a noise function in the model,
they also estimated the toner coverage root mean square (RMS) error for various
halftone algorithms. For the most part, the toner mass histograms showed good
agreement with the measured histograms, particularly for the toner near the dots.
The model performed best for clustered dot halftone algorithms but declined in
quality as the spatial frequency of the patterns increased, where predictions for
the toner deposited between the dots were not as good. Visual comparisons of the
modeled prints with actual prints confirmed the differences observed in the his-
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tograms. The authors attributed the error to inadequacies in the physical point
spread function and the tone transfer function.
2.4.4.12 Kacker’s Models
Kacker et al. [22] developed a semi-empirical model for the laser EP process.
The model describes the exposure step with an analytical model based on the
laser beam profile for a given printer. The laser beam profile is defined by the
parameters in Table 2.2. The rest of the EP steps (development, transfer, and
fusing) are empirically modeled. The flowchart for the model is shown in Figure
2.25 and the model is shown in Equations 2.22.
Parameter Description
α Process direction laser beam profile standard deviation
β Scan direction laser beam profile standard deviation
Imax Peak laser intensity
X Scan direction printing pitch
Y Process direction printing pitch
τr Laser rise time
τf Laser fall time
V Laser scan velocity
Table 2.2: Laser Printer Parameters
There are two paths in the flowchart shown in Figure 2.25. The first path (solid
arrows), is used to calculate the exposure to absorptance function of the printer,
independent of the halftone pattern. For this path, a series of halftone patterns,
specifically designed to produce a near constant exposure at the printer OPC,
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are printed, and their absorptances are measured with a densitometer. Then,
the overall exposure E(x, y) at any given point (x, y) in the OPC is calculated
for each one of the halftone patterns, using the analytical exposure model from
Equation 2.22a. In Equation 2.22a the term Emn(x, y) is the exposure at any
arbitrary point (x, y) due to a pixel located at position (m,n) and it is calculated
by Equation 2.22b. In this equation, (xm, yn) are the coordinates of the center of


















Figure 2.25: Kacker’s semi-empirical model for the laser EP process. The model consist
of two path: the first path (solid arrows), calculates the exposure to absorptance func-
tion of the printer independent of the halftone pattern, and the second path (dashed
arrows) calculates the dot gain due to the interaction between the halftone pattern and
the printer characteristics.














































The absorptance (A) data is plotted against the mean value of the calculated
exposure profile E(x, y). The authors claim that this exposure to absorptance
mapping does not account for tone changes due to dot gain because the halftone
patterns used in the first path resulted in an almost uniform exposure and there-
fore, the dot gain is negligible.
The second path (dashed arrows) of the flowchart of Figure 2.25, is used to
account for the dot gain due to the interaction between the halftone pattern and
the printer characteristics. In this path the dot gain is estimated by printing
a series of constant gray halftone patterns followed by their absorptance mea-
surements. These measurements are used to correct the exposure to absorptance
mapping, since due to dot gain, the absorptances will be higher for a given ex-
posure. Kacker et al. adopted the look-up table approach proposed by Pappas
as well as the centering method for dot overlapping proposed by Wang, to em-
bed this model in their model-based direct binary search (DBS) algorithm. The
model worked well with their specific application, although it was computation-
ally slow. They reported that embeding the model in their halftone algorithm
increased the processing time of one 8 x 6 in2 at 600 dpi from 5-6 mins to 3-7
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hrs. Other factors to consider are that the model requires specific knowledge of
the printer parameters, and that in order to properly account for dot gain the
model will need to be re-calibrated for each individual halftone algorithm.
2.5 Introduction to Visual Texture
This section reviews the concept of visual texture and the current theory on how
to model texture.
2.5.1 Texture Definition
It is difficult to precisely define the concept of texture due to the fact that it
pertains to a human sensation. A common way to describe texture is by present-
ing an example. Sometimes an attempt is made to define a texture based on an
attribute. This is difficult because it is challenging to identify an attribute that
uniquely describes a texture. A person might refer to a texture as smooth, rough,
crumbly, compact or grainy, which are not precise descriptions. However, there
are two common characteristics associated with a texture: first, it relates to an
object’s property; second, it relates to a human sensation.
In this research, we are interested in visual textures, specifically, image tex-
tures. Because of the perception aspects of texture, it has been difficult to charac-
terize texture with a mathematical model. Common to all visual textures, there
is a feel of some spatial arrangement and regularity that can be used to quanti-
tatively describe texture. The statistics of the intensity variations of an image
are often used to characterize or describe a region in an image. The challenge
is to identify which statistics characterize texture. Part of the challenge is that,
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whether a region of an image is perceived as texture depends on the scale at
which it is viewed.
The objective of a mathematical model for visual texture is to find the statis-
tical features that correlate with the human perception of texture.
The concept that two different images appear to have the same texture (e.g.
grass) implies that at some level of analysis, the representations of the images
should be similar.
Clearly, first and second order non-correlated statistics are not enough to
describe texture. A simple demonstration is shown in Figure 2.26 where the two
images with matching histograms have different texture appearances.
Figure 2.26: Image with matching histograms
2.5.1.1 Origins of Statistical Definition of Texture: Julesz Conjecture
The basis for connecting the statistical features of textures with visual percep-
tion is the hypothesis first stated by Julesz [110] and later reformulated by other
authors [111, 112, 113]. Julesz pioneered the statistical characterization of tex-
tures by proposing that the nth order pixel statistics (assuming homogenous ran-
dom field) could be used to break textures into classes that are indistinguish-
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able to a human observer. Julesz later disproved the original conjecture by con-
structing textures that matched through third order statistics but were visually
distinct [114]. However, he established the basis for looking at textures as re-
alizations of two-dimensional random fields. His hypothesis (see Figure 2.27),
also known as the Julesz Conjecture, states that there exists a set of functions
φk(·) such that two texture samples (X and Y ) drawn from any two random
fields (ΛS and Θs), and that are equal in expectation over this set of functions
(E [φk(X)] = E [φk(X)] ,∀k) are visually indistinguishable . Under this conjec-
ture the task of developing a texture model is finding the set of functions of the
random field that describes the visual texture in a way that correlates with the
HVS. This set of functions is often known as the constraint functions.
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Figure 2.27: The Julesz conjecture states that homogenous textures are realizations of
homogenous random fields. It states that two textures (X and Y ) will be perceptually
equivalent if they are equivalent in the expectation (E [φk(X)] = E [φk(X)] , ∀k) over a
series of functions φk(·) defined in the random fields ΛS and Θs.
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The Julesz’s conjecture established the following important concepts:
1. Human perception is the ultimate criterion for texture equivalence.
2. The existence of a set of expectation measurements that can capture this
equivalence.
3. The set of expectation provides a parametrization of the space of visual
textures.
2.5.2 Texture Modeling
Early work used linear filters with limited success in an attempt to synthesize
textures by imposing first and second order pixel statistics on white noise [115,
116, 117]. The creation of texture models following the Julesz’s conjecture was
further enabled by the development of two theories. First, the theory of Markov
random fields, which is a model to describe statistical interactions within local
neighborhoods. Second, the theory of multi-resolution decompositions for image
analysis (i.e. wavelets and filter banks). Multiresolution decomposition is inspired
by the way the early stages of the human visual system processes information.
The development of these two theories inspired the creation of various texture
models [118, 119, 120].
In one approach, Heeger and Bergen [121] decomposed an image into a mul-
tiresolution representation based on models of the human visual system. They
iteratively matched marginal statistics independently for each orientation and
scale. With this approach, they were able to synthesize random textures (i.e.
grass) quite successfully. However, textures with large-scale periodic structures
(i.e. brick wall) were difficult to synthesize using this approach.
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Portilla and Simoncelli [122] extended Heeger and Bergen’s algorithm by also
matching correlations and autocorrelations across scales and orientations.
Numerous texture synthesis methods have been published using multireso-
lution techniques such as multiresolution resampling, Laplacian pyramids, and
steerable pyramids [123, 121, 124, 125, 126, 127]. Other methods for texture
synthesis are based on conditional neighborhood searches [128], some use mul-
tiresolution decompositions [129, 130] and others commonly referred as quilting
techniques [128] use whole regions of pixels rather than pixel-by-pixel resampling.
2.5.3 A Parametric Representation
To evaluate Halftone Patterns as textures, this research looked for a compact
parametric representation of texture and an efficient texture synthesis method
that required minimum or no operator input. The Portilla et al. [122] texture
model met this criteria. The Portilla model is a synthesis-by-analysis method
that uses a complex steerable pyramid algorithm for decomposition and a syn-
thesis algorithm that iteratively projects into the set of images, satisfying each
constraint. The Portilla model has many desirable properties pertaining to tex-
ture. The transformation is translation and rotation invariance, just like texture.
It is overcomplete which minimizes aliasing in the subbands, has a compact rep-
resentation, and it is self inverting so decomposed textures can be reconstructed.
Like other synthesis-by-analysis methods, this method consists of two modules:
a texture analysis module, and a texture synthesis module.
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2.5.3.1 Analysis
The texture analysis module is used to create the parametric texture represen-
tation of the input texture by calculating the expected value of the constraint
functions. Under the Julesz conjecture, two textures are identical in appearance
if and only if they agree on these measurements. Portilla’s premise to choose
the constraint functions is that, if these functions can be chosen to emulate the
processing of early vision, then textures that are equal in these functions will be
equivalent at the early stage of human visual processing. Therefore, his constraint
functions are defined on the output coefficients of a filter bank that emulate the
early visual system.
Filter banks and wavelets can be implemented through the pyramid algorithm
of Mallat4. The algorithm decomposes the input images using a multi-scale ori-
ented linear basis known as a steerable pyramid. The steerable pyramid is im-
plemented by recursively splitting an image into a set of oriented subbands Bks,
a lowpass, and a highpass residual (Figure 2.28). Portilla used polar separable
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B(r, θ) = H(r)G(θ), k ∈ [0, K − 1] (2.24)
with radial and angular parts
4See appendix A for a description of multiresolution decompositions.
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where r,θ are polar coordinates in the frequency domain, K is the number of
angular orientations, k is and index to identify the orientation band, and
α = 2K−1
(K − 1)!√
K[2(K − 1)]! (2.27)
The recursive procedure is started by filtering the input image into a lowpass
















The parametric representation of the texture is defined on the expected values
of the coefficients of the multiresolution decomposition. Previous authors have
used marginal statistics (i.e. sample mean, variance, skew, kurtosis) and the
autocorrelation of subbands for constraint functions. Portilla augmented this set
to include the real and the magnitude cross-correlations of the subbands at each
scale and across scales, and a local phase measurement across scales. Figure 2.29
shows an example of a steerable pyramid decomposition of a halftone pattern
into two scales and four orientation bands. The arrows in the images represent









Figure 2.28: Steerable Pyramid implemented as a multiresolution analysis filter bank.
The input image is split into a high H0 and a lowpass L0 bands. The lowpass band
is the split into a set of oriented bands Bk1 and into a lower frequency band L1. The
process is then repeated with L1 until the desire number is scales is achieved.
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some of the auto and cross-correlations that are calculated. The vector A is the

























Figure 2.29: Example of a steerable pyramid. The pattern was decomposed into two
scales, four orientations, a low pass residual band, and a high pass band (not shown).
The arrows in the images represent some of the auto and cross-correlations that are
calculated. The vector A is the collection of the statistical calculation on the steerable
pyramid coefficients.
The total number of parameters depends on the number of subbands (number
of scales and orientations), and the size of spatial neighborhoods used for the
correlations.
2.5.3.2 Synthesis
The principle of the synthesis module is to sample from the ensemble of images
that yield the same estimated values on the constraint functions, also known as
the Julesz’s ensemble. This is accomplished via an iterative process in which the
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statistical constraints are imposed sequentially and adjusted by moving in the
direction of the gradient of the statistic. Figure 2.30 shows a block diagram of
the synthesis algorithm. The process starts with a seed image of Gaussian white
noise, which is decomposed into the steerable pyramid. The statistical constraints
are imposed recursively on the lowpass and bandpass subbands in a coarse-to-fine
direction while reconstructing the lowpass image. The autocorrelation, skewness
and kurtosis of the lowpass image is adjusted and added to the variance adjusted
highpass band. Finally, the marginal statistics are imposed on the image pixels
and the whole process is then repeated after applying a change to the image. For
a detailed presentation of the constraint adjustments see pp. 65-69 appendix A
of [122].
2.6 Introduction to Neural Networks
Neural networks modeling techniques were used to build the printer model in this
dissertation. Neural networks were selected because they have powerful modeling
properties, and considerable computer power due to their parallel distributed
structure. Also, neural networks have the ability to learn through training and to
generalize solutions. Generalization refers to the capability of creating reasonable
outputs from inputs that the neural network has never seen. Following is a brief
introduction to the fundamentals of neural networks. For an in depth study of
neural networks and their learning algorithms the reader is refer to [131].
Neural networks represent a technology for developing flexible and adaptive
models from data sources. The development of neural networks was inspired by
biological systems. Analogous to the brain, neural networks are made up of in-
terconnected processing elements called neurons. Like the brain, neural networks





















Figure 2.30: Flowchart of the Synthesis Algorithm. A seed white noise image is decom-
posed into the steerable pyramid. The statistical constraints are imposed recursively on
the lowpass and bandpass subbands in a coarse-to-fine direction. The autocorrelation,
skewness and kurtosis is adjusted on the reconstructed lowpass image and added to
the variance adjusted highpass band. Finally, the marginal statistics are imposed on
the image pixels and the whole process is then repeated after applying a change to the
image. (Adapted from [122].)
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have the capability to organize its neurons to perform certain complex compu-
tations (e.g. pattern recognition), and are trained through a learning process to
perform such computations.
Figure 2.31 show the basic components of a neural network neuron. The input
is an (R x 1) vector p of scalar values. The individual elements are multiplied
by a (1 x R) single row matrix W of weights. These neuron weights represent
the knowledge acquired by the network during the learning process. Their sum
is the dot product Wp. One can choose to add a bias (b) to the neuron since
networks with biases are more powerful than those without biases [131]. The final
component of the neuron is the transfer function f to produce the output a.
Figure 2.31: Diagram of a single Neuron with vector input p, weights matrix W, bias
b, and transfer function f. The output of the neuron is represented by the equation
a=f (Wp + b). (Adopted from MATLABrNeural Networks toolbox user’s guide.)
Many transfer functions have been used in neural networks. The transfer
function plays an important role in defining the functionality of the network.
As a general rule, step functions are used for classification problems while linear
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functions are used for linear approximations. Neurons can be connected and
organized into a layer of S neurons shown in Figure 2.32. The output of the layer
of neurons is still represented by the equation a=f(Wp + b), where now W is
an (SxR) matrix, and a and b are (Sx1) vectors.
Figure 2.32: Diagram of a layer of neurons with vector input p, weights matrix W, bias
b, and transfer function f. The output of the neuron is represented by the equation
a=f (Wp + b). (Adopted from MATLABrNeural Networks toolbox user’s guide.)
Layers of neurons can be further organized into multiple layers. Multilayer
networks are more powerful than single-layer networks. Networks with the ar-
chitecture presented so far are known as feed-forward networks because all the
information travels forward from layer to layer in the network.
There are other numerous types of neural network architectures and varia-
tions. For example, a recurrent network is a network with at least one feedback
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loop; some of its outputs are connected to its inputs. Other networks can modify
their own topology and some can even have a priori knowledge designed inside
of them.
In addition to the network design, there are many choices for the selection of
a learning algorithm for the network. The ability of a neural network to learn
from its inputs and to improve its performance with continuous learning is one
of the significant properties of neural networks. The networks learn through an
interactive process of adjusting the weights and the biases of its neurons. The
type of learning is defined by the method in which the weights and biases are
adjusted. The set of rules that define the learning method is called the learning
algorithm. There is no exclusive learning algorithm for a given neural network.
Instead, there are a variety of learning algorithms, each with its own advantages
and disadvantages.
Chapter 3
A New Framework For an
Electrophotographic Printer
Model
To advance a technology, at least two components are necessary; a new concept
and its implementation. A new concept provides an alternative point of view that
offers new clarity to the established technology. However, a concept is insufficient
to advance a technology unless there is some way to implement it. This disser-
tation is about a new concept, and one of its possible implementations. The two
goals of this dissertation are:
1. to introduce a new framework for printer modeling
2. to demonstrate the feasibility of such framework
This chapter introduces the proposed new printing model framework and dis-
cusses the premises behind its formulation. The second part of this chapter
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describes the approach to test one of the possible implementations to evaluate
the feasibility of the new framework.
3.1 Textured-Based Printer Model Framework
The proposed framework introduces the concept of modeling a printer as a tex-
ture transformation machine. The basic premise is that, modeling the texture
differences between the output printed images and the input halftone images, en-
compasses all printing distortions, including the interactions between the printer
characteristics, the input halftone image, the colorants and the substrate. This
approach introduces a new viewpoint in printer modeling research, with the po-
tential of addressing shortfalls of current models. Some of the appealing features
of a texture-based printer model framework are:
• applicability is independent of printing technology
• does not require a substrate scattering model
• accounts for all printing distortions
• has the potential of modeling other image attributes, in addition to tone
reproduction
• does not require knowledge of printer design parameters
There are two basic requirements that enable the development of printer mod-
els within this framework: first, that the input and output images are textures,
and second, that the textures can be represented in a compact analytical form.
To characterize the tonal and the noise responses of a printer, it is necessary to
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use halftone patterns (§2.1.4.1) as targets. Therefore, the first requirement is met
because halftone patterns, and their hardcopy prints exhibit the characteristics
of homogenous textures previously described in Section 2.5.3.
To meet the second requirement, two developments enabled the compact para-
metric representations of textures [129, 121, 123, 122]. First, the development of
the statistical theory of textures, which considers textures as samples from prob-
abilistic distributions (§2.5.1.1). Second, the development of the theory for mod-
eling the early HVS, which states that its processing mechanism can be modeled
as the response of oriented filter banks. Parametric representations enable the
statistical analysis of textures, therefore, meeting the second basic requirement.
3.2 Texture-Based Framework Implementation
The second goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate the feasibility of building a
printer model with the proposed texture-based framework. The proposed frame-
work is a general concept which may be implemented in numerous ways. The
purpose of this section is to describe the basic architecture of one of its possible
implementations, and to test the feasibility of the texture-based framework.
The flowchart in Figure 3.1 illustrates the process used in this dissertation to
build the texture-based printer model for a binary electrophotographic printer.
The process starts with the halftoning of the continuous tone images (CTI) by the
halftoning algorithm (HTA) to create the halftone patterns (HTP). The halftone
patterns were selected to represent the main categories of halftone patterns: clus-
tered periodic, dispersed aperiodic, and clustered aperiodic. The halftone pat-
terns are then processed by the printer to produce hardcopy prints (HCP) of the
patterns. The printer was an HP4500 Laserjet electrophotographic printer with
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Figure 3.1: This figure illustrates the process used in this dissertation to build the
texture-based printer model for a binary electrophotographic printer.
a 600 dpi addressability. This printer platform was selected for the following
reasons:
• High addressability (600 dpi)
• Dot loss distortion is characteristic of electrophotographic printers.
• This printer was modified with an engineering board and custom software
that allowed for the direct and exact printing of the halftone pattern without
additional image processing by the printer.
The hardcopies were printed in HP LaserJet Paper with a 90 g/m2 weight and
a 96 GE brightness. The toner used was the original manufacturer HP C419xA
toner series, designed for the HP 4500 series printers.
The halftone patterns in Figure 3.1 were also processed by a texture analysis
algorithm to generate the texture representation as the vector ~a. Vector ~a is
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the parametric representation of the texture of the halftone pattern. For the
texture representation, we adopted the synthesis-by-analysis method by Portilla
and Simoncelli described previously in Section 2.5.3. This method was adopted
because it has:
• a parametric compact representation of the textures
• robust translation and rotation invariance properties
• a set of constraint functions that showed good results over a wide range of
textures
• a filter bank design that minimizes the aliasing in the subbands
The Portilla method has two modules: the texture analysis module, and the
synthesis module. In the texture analysis module, the input image is decom-
posed into a multiresolution pyramid of subbands, and the texture parameters
are calculated and represented by the vector ~a.
Continuing with the flowchart in Figure 3.1, the hardcopy patterns (SHCP)
are scanned at 1200 dpi with a Scitex reflection scanner calibrated to a linear
response to lightness (Figure 3.2). The scans of the hardcopy prints are pro-
cessed by the texture analysis module to obtain the vector ~b. Vector ~b is the
parametric representation of the printed halftone pattern texture. The effect of
the printer distortions, and all possible interactions between the printer, halftone
patterns, paper and toner are now encoded in the difference between the two
texture representations: the vectors ~a and ~b.
The next step is to choose a modeling method to model the transformation of
vector ~a into vector ~b. In this dissertation, a neural network modeling approach
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was chosen because the tonal and variance transformations of the printed halftone
patterns exhibit non-linear and non-monotonic characteristics (§2.3.5), and be-
cause neural networks offer a wide range of powerful techniques for modeling
non-linear behavior (§2.6).
There is a large number of choices to be made when designing a neural net-
work. The choice of neural network for this implementation was a feed-forward
network. A feed-forward network has many the following desirable properties:
• when properly designed, a feed-forward network is capable of estimating
output from inputs that it has never seen
• it has a wide range of training options, which allow for practical implemen-
tation
• it may be designed with a relatively small number of layers to approximate
non-linear functions
• it has options to control function over-fitting
Finally, in Figure 3.1, the printer model is used to transform the vector ~a into
the vector bˆ, which is the estimate of the texture vector ~b. The vector bˆ is then
processed by the texture synthesis algorithm to generate the synthetic image
ˆSHCP . This synthetic image ˆSHCP is an estimate of the scanned hardcopy
print, from which tone and noise predictions are calculated.
3.3 Modeling Procedures
To evaluate the printer model, each synthetic image was compared to its mea-
sured counterpart and an error was calculated. Comparisons included; visual
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Figure 3.2: Lightness vs. code value (CV)
evaluations, image statistics, and a granularity metric. To test the above imple-
mentation, some of the areas of study included:
• A study of the feasibility of the analysis and synthesis algorithms to rep-
resent texture of halftone patterns and the scans of the printed halftone
patterns. This study determines the capability of applying the Portilla
texture representation to halftones.
• A study to identify the key parameters and the sensitivities for the analysis
and synthesis modules. This study determined the optimum values for the
analysis and synthesis parameters for a practical implementation of the
model.
• A study to identify the key components in the feature vector and their sen-
sitivities. The key components were used to help define the neural network
architecture and to define the minimum size for the feature vector.
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• A study to identify the neural network architecture. This study provided
guidelines to some of the network parameters such as the number of neurons
and hidden layers.
• A study to identify the neural network training algorithm. This study
provided a strategy to select training sets for the neural network.
• A study to determine the inherent variability of the printer. This study
provided estimates of the range of values and the natural variability of the
printer process for the feature vector and for printing metrics.
The above studies provided guidelines for setting the experimental parameters
to test the printer model.
The evaluation procedure for a typical experiment involved:
1. selection of a training set of halftone patterns
2. selection of a test set of halftone patterns
3. training the neural network with the training set
4. running test set through neural network to generate synthesized images
5. analysis and comparison of synthesized images to the printed images.
3.3.1 Summary of Proposed Method
The proposed implementation described above was used as a guideline for the
experimental work. The actual experimental work discribed in Chapters 4-6
yielded the following key findings:
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• a single neural network architecture was not suitable for modeling. An
alternative architecture with a bank of neural networks was developed.
• additional parameters were necessary in the feature vector in order to im-
prove the performance of the model. A series of topology measurements on
the halftone patterns were used to augment the feature vectors.
• randomly selected training sets yielded inconsistent modeling results. A




Halftone patterns, their hardcopy prints, and scans of hardcopy prints exhibit
the homogeneous texture characteristics of locality, stationarity and ergodicity as
previously described in Section 2.5.3.
In this chapter, the concept of a halftone pattern texture is reviewed and
tested. The study includes the parametric texture representation of the halftone
patterns, the feasibility of the parametric representation for printer modeling,
an evaluation of the texture space, and sensitivity studies to identify a practical
operating range and combination of the analysis and synthesis parameters.
4.1 Halftone Patterns As Textures
When a halftone pattern is viewed, the perception of intermediate levels of gray
results from the local averaging of dark and white areas by the HVS. The texture
perception is the result from a complex process of spatial filtering, lateral inhibi-
tion, edge detection, decision processing by the HVS [30]. Texture perception is
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also very much dependent on scale as shown in Figure 4.1. The figure illustrates
two points: first the scale dependence of texture perception and secondly, the
perceived differences in textures across halftone algorithms. In the figure, three
25% gray 600 dpi halftone patterns are shown from top to bottom: AM dot (top
row), FM dot (middle row), and a Hybrid dot (bottom row). Each pattern is
presented at four magnifications, where each column is a 2x magnification of the
column to its immediate left. The textures in Figure 4.1 fit within the texture
categories defined by Rao [132] from top to bottom: ordered, weakly ordered,
and disordered. The underlying pixel structure of each halftone pattern is best
observed at the higher magnification on the far right column.
Figure 4.1: Texture perception of a 25% gray halftone pattern as a function of scale
and halftone algorithm. Each row represents a different halftone algorithm at four
magnifications (5x, 10x, 20x, 40x). The top row is a periodic clustered dot, the middle
row is an aperiodic dispersed dot, and the bottom row is an aperiodic clustered dot.
The texture perception of the halftone pattern also varies across the gray levels
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within the same algorithm. Figure 4.2 illustrates a series of increasing gray levels
of a 600 dpi hybrid dot halftone pattern at a 16x magnification. The differences
in texture are emphasized at the boundary between the gray levels.
Figure 4.2: Texture perception as a function of gray level for an aperiodic clustered dot
halftone pattern.
A premise of this research is that printers are texture transformation machines
that modify the texture of the halftone pattern into a new texture. Figure 4.3
shows the magnification series of a 600 dpi 25% gray hybrid dot halftone pattern
(top row) and its respective hardcopy print (bottom row) from an electrophoto-
graphic printer. Starting from the leftmost column, the images have magnifica-
tions of 5x, 10x, 20x and 40x. The differences in perceived texture between the
top and the bottom row are the result of the printer transformation. Notice that
although similar, none of the printed textures is a perfect reproduction of the
original texture. This is due to the distortions imparted by the printer. The dot
loss distortion can be appreciated in the top row of the last column where some
of the isolated dots in the halftone pattern were not resolved in the printed image
below.
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Figure 4.3: Texture perception of a 25% gray aperiodic clustered dot halftone pattern
(top row) and its resulting scan hardcopy print (bottom row) at four magnifications
(5x, 10x, 20x, 40x).
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4.2 A Parametric Texture Representation
of Halftone Patterns
The synthesis by analysis method of Portilla et al. was adopted for the texture
representation of the halftone patterns. This method requires the selection of four
parameters for the texture analysis and one parameter for the texture synthesis.
The four parameters for the analysis are: image size (N), number of scales (NS),
the number of orientations (NO), and the size of the correlations neighborhood
(NA). In addition the number of iterations (NI) is required for the synthesis.
This section illustrates an example of the adaptation of the synthesis by analysis
method to halftone patterns.
4.2.1 Analysis
Figure 4.4 shows the pyramid decomposition of a 128 x 128 pixels (N = 128) ape-
riodic clustered dot halftone pattern into four scales (NS = 4), four orientations
(NO = 4), and a correlation neighborhood size of 9 x 9 pixels (NA = 9).
The top image in the figure is the original aperiodic clustered halftone pattern.
The bottom image show the individual bands for each scale. Starting from the
lower right hand corner the four scales are organized from finer to coarse along
the diagonal. The four orientation bands are the same size for each scale and
are organized according to their angular orientation. The low pass residual is the
smallest image separated from the orientation band.
Figures 4.5 shows the equivalent pyramid decomposition for the scan hardcopy
print of the aperiodic clustered halftone pattern of Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.6 illustrate what information from the original halftone pattern is
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Figure 4.4: Pyramid decomposition of an aperiodic clustered dot halftone pattern. The
pattern was decomposed into four scales, four orientations, a low pass residual band,
and a high pass band (not shown).
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Figure 4.5: Pyramid decomposition of the scan hardcopy print of the aperiodic clus-
tered halftone pattern of Figure 4.4. The print was decomposed into four scales, four
orientations, a low pass residual band, and a high pass band (not shown).
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contained in each of the analysis subbands of the multiresolution decomposition.
From left to right and then top to button the subbands are organized in decreas-
ing frequency content. The first subband (top left image) is the highpass residual
subband, followed by the four scale subbands. The next image is the lowpass
redisual subband. Each of the scale subbands is a combination of the four orien-
tation subbands at that scale. Following the same order, the next to last image is
a combination of all the previous subbands. This is the estimated reconstruction
of the original image and should be compared with the last image (bottom right)
which is the original halftone pattern. The reconstructed and the original images
are identical which is proof of the perfect reconstruction of the Portilla synthesis
by analysis algorithm.
Figure 4.7 is similar to Figure 4.4 except that it illustrates the information
contained in the analysis subbands of the multiresolution decomposition of the
scan hardcopy print of the aperiodic clustered dot pattern of Figure 4.4
The texture vectors ~a and ~b are calculated from the coefficients of the pyramid
decomposition as described in Section 2.5.3. The texture difference between the
scan hardcopy print and the halftone pattern captures the texture modification
done by the printer and it represents the combined effect of all printer distortions.
This information is captured in the difference between the components of ~a and
synthesis-by-analysis~b. Figure ?? shows the relationship between the components
of the two vectors. A perfect reproduction is represented by the straight line.
4.2.2 Synthesis
In the synthesis step, a seed image is synthesized into the desired texture by
enforcing the set of texture parameters described in the texture vector.
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Figure 4.6: Information contained in each of the subbands of the Pyramid decomposi-
tion of the aperiodic clustered halftone pattern of Figure 4.4. From left to right and
then top to bottom the subbands decrease in frequency. The first subband is the hipass
residual subband, followed by the four subbands from finer to coarser. The next image
is the lowpass residual. The next to last image is the combination of the previous
subbands and the final image is the original pattern.
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Figure 4.7: Information contained in each of the subbands of the Pyramid decompo-
sition of the scan hardcopy print of the aperiodic clustered halftone pattern of Figure
4.5. From left to right and then top to bottom the subbands decrease in frequency.
The first subband is the hipass residual subband, followed by the four subbands from
finer to coarser. The next image is the lowpass residual. The next to last image is the
combination of the previous subbands and the final images is the original pattern.
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Figure 4.8 shows a synthesis progression of a periodic clustered dot halftone
pattern for 0, 1, 4, 16, and 32 iterations. The top figure shows the visual changes
in the image at selected iterations. The image on the far right is the original
scan hardcopy print. The plots in the bottom figure illustrate the progress in
the convergence of five of the key texture parameters calculated in the analysis
stage vs. the number of iterations. The convergence is measured as the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the parameter value to its error in decibel (dB) units.
Therefore, the smaller the error, the larger the SNR. In this example, the image
and the parameters began to converge after approximately 20 iterations. A visual
comparison of the synthesized image and the original image shows very close
texture perception agreement.
4.3 Feasibility
The feasibility to build our printer model in a texture space is limited by the
capability of reproducing halftone textures by the synthesis-by-analysis method.
The capability of the method can be studied if we assume that the printer in the
flowchart of Figure 3.1 is a perfect printer model. With a perfect printer model,
the estimated vector bˆ will match perfectly the vector ~b then, a comparison of the
image synthesized from ~b to the SCHP image will give a capability assessment
of the synthesis by analysis method (Figure 4.9). In this study, algorithms rep-
resenting clustered and unclustered periodic and aperiodic types were analyzed
and synthesized using the ~b vector. The evaluation of each algorithm included
samples to cover the low, mid, and high tones. The synthesized images were
visually and numerically compared to the original images.
Figure 4.10 shows the results from the evaluation of a CD4 halftone pattern.
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Figure 4.8: Example of texture synthesis progression, showing 0, 1, 4, 16, and 32
iterations. The image on the far right is the scan of the hardcopy print. The plots
illustrate the convergence of the texture parameters vs. the number of iterations. The
convergence is measured as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the parameter to its error
in decibel (dB) units.
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of the synthesis-by-analysis method in the reproduction of
halftone patterns.
The two top images illustrate the visual comparison between the scan hardcopy
prints and their synthesized counterparts. The textures matched well across the
tonal range. The four plots on the bottom of the figure illustrate the results
of the granularity, mean, variance, and skewness reflectance calculations on the
images (Table 4.1). In Figure 4.10, each plot compares the measured values
in the x-axis against the synthesized values in the y-axis. The plots show the
excellent agreement between the two images with correlation coefficients > 95%
for each parameter. The granularity error of the synthesized image is within 1%
of the granularity of the measured image. These results were typical across all
algorithms tested. Figure 4.11 shows a visual pop-up test for three other halftone
patterns. In the visual test, the synthesized images are embedded in the upper
left of the original scan hardcopy print at the location indicated by the dark
square in the mask image.
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SCANNED SYNTHESIS




















































Clustered Dot Modeling Feaseability
 Measured vs Synthesized Parameters
Figure 4.10: Gray steps of the scanned and synthesized images of a 4x4 pixels clustered
dot (CD4) halftone pattern. Measured vs. synthesized parameters corresponding to
the measured and synthesized images above.



















Table 4.1: Parameter Formulas NPS stands for noise power spectrum, VTF stands for
visual transfer function, xi is the reflectance value at pixel location i.
CD16 ED LPS MASK
Figure 4.11: Visual comparison of synthesized vs. scanned prints for clustered periodic
dot (CD16), dispersed aperiodic dot (ED), and clustered aperiodic dot (LPS) algo-
rithms. The synthesized images are embedded in the left corner in the location shown
by the masked image at the far right.
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Parameter SNR (dB)
Halftone Granularity Mean Variance Skewness
CD2 38.5 145.5 114.1 68.6
CD3 36.3 119.7 103.5 69.3
CD4 49.9 115.0 103.8 67.1
CD8 42.6 76.2 66.9 64.1
CD16 58.8 105.1 95.6 60.4
ED 35.6 130.5 106.0 64.2
LPS 40.8 129.0 111.6 61.3




) in decibels. A value of 40dB represents a ratio of
10, 000x between the signal and the error.
The results for the measurement of the granularity, mean, variance, and skew-
ness across all algorithms and gray levels are summarized in Table 4.2. The results
are represented as the SNR between the measured parameter and the synthesis
error (Equation 4.1). A value of 40 represents a ratio of 10, 000x between the
signal and the error.




The high SNR values (> 35 dB) of the measured parameters along with the
visual comparisons, are evidence that the compact parametric texture represen-
tation of the Portilla method is capable of capturing and reproducing the textural
properties of halftone patterns, Therefore, demonstrating the feasibility for build-
ing a printer model in this texture space.
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4.4 Study of the Texture Space
The vectors ~a and ~b consist of a group of parameters that capture the texture
characteristics of each halftone pattern. These vectors belong to a texture space
that defines a homogeneous texture in the Julesz conjecture sense. In this mul-
tidimensional space, two textures that are exactly the same will have the same
feature vector. It remains to be seen if a metric in this space will correlate with
observers judgements of the perceptual similarities of textures or with any other
image attribute. A detailed study of metrics in the texture space is outside of the
scope of this research. Therefore, this study was limited to exploring if a distance
metric correlates with the texture perception or with some other attribute of the
scanned hardcopy print.
4.4.1 Distance in Texture Space
In a brief exploratory experiment the author ranked ordered six halftone patterns
according to their perceived texture similarity to a reference halftone pattern. The
euclidian distance metric relative to the reference halftone pattern was calculated
from each of the patterns normalized and centered ~a vectors. Figure 4.12 shows
the patterns in order of decreasing texture similarity from left to right relative
to the leftmost reference halftone pattern. The normalized euclidian distance is
shown under each pattern. It appears that there is an inverse relationship be-
tween the normalized euclidian distance and the ranked order. As the euclidian
distance increases, the similarity to the reference halftone pattern decreases. On
one hand this ad hoc subjective exploratory experiment lacks scientific rigor to
be conclusive, on the other hand it encourages to conduct methodical research for
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metrics in the texture space. For example, it would be of interest to investigate
why two of the samples in the set that have identical euclidian distance of 36 have
distinct textural perceptions. Perhaps this might be an indication that a percep-
tual texture metric in a multidimensional space needs to take into consideration
not only distance but also angular direction.
          0              19           29            36            36             43
Figure 4.12: Relationship between the visual texture and the normalized euclidian
distance (rounded to the nearest integer) for various halftone textures at a 25% dot
area coverage.
The correlation between the relative euclidian distance of the normalized and
centered ~b and the printed image attributes of; granularity, mean, variance, and
skewness was also studied. No strong correlations were found, however, the data
suggests that a segmentation by halftone algorithm might correlate with the rel-
ative euclidian distance. Once the data was segmented by halftone algorithm,
correlations were found between the granularity and the relative euclidian dis-
tance. The euclidian distance was measured relative to the full coverage sample
since it is a common reference for all the printed samples.The granularity was
calculated as the integral of the product of the noise power spectrum (NPS) with
the visual transfer function (Equation 4.2).
g =
∫
NPS × V TF (4.2)
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Figure 4.13 shows the correlation between the relative euclidian distance and
the granularity for a clustered periodic dot (CD8) and for a dispersed aperiodic
dot (ED). The solid lines are 4th order (CD8) and 3rd order (ED) polynomial
regression lines. with R2 statistics of 0.97 and 0.95 respectively.





























Figure 4.13: Granularity vs. Euclidian Distance for a clustered periodic dot (CD8) and
a dispersed aperiodic dot (ED). The distance was measured relative to the 100% toner
coverage sample. The solid lines are 4th order (CD8) and 3rd order (ED) polynomial
regression lines with R2 statistics of 0.97 and 0.95 respectively.
The correlation between the relative euclidian distance and the granularity
proved to be strong across all the halftone algorithms tested. Table 4.3 shows
the R2 statistic for the polynomial regression of the granularity vs. normalized
euclidian distance for various halftone algorithms. The parameter n in the table is
the order of the polynomial that best fits the data. The high R2 values show that
at least 89% of granularity variation in the data was explained by the polynomial
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Halftone Algorithm
CD3 CD4 CD8 ED LPS
n 2 3 4 3 3
R2 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.89
Table 4.3: R2 statistic for the polynomial regression of the granularity vs.
normalized euclidian distance. The parameter n is the order of the polyno-
mial.
models.
4.5 Optimization of the Analysis and Synthesis
Parameters
The feasibility of using a texture space for printer modeling was demonstrated
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In this section, we study the operational range for the
analysis and for the synthesis parameters. The goal is to find the range and
combination of analysis and synthesis parameters that yield the best results for
the halftone pattern application.
The analysis steps starts with a multiresolution decomposition that requires
four parameters: the image size (N), the number of scales (NS), the number of
orientation bands (NO), and the size of the neighborhood (NA) used for the cor-
relation calculations. The texture synthesis step depends on analysis parameters
and in one additional parameter; the number of iterations (NI). These parameters
are independent with the exception that the maximum size of the neighborhood
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(NA) is limited by the number of scales (NS) which in turn its maximum size is
limited by the image size (N). An important practical consideration when select-
ing these parameters is to understand their impact on the algorithm processing
time.
4.5.1 Image Size Effect (N)
The effect of image size (N) on the analysis and synthesis of the images was
evaluated for squared images of size 32, 64, 128, and 256 pixels. For the analysis
step, the number of scales was fixed at three (NS = 3), and the correlation
neighborhood size was fixed at nine (NA = 9), since they are limited by the
minimum image size in the study. The number of orientation was also fixed at
four (NO = 4), since it is the smallest number of orientations that will evenly
divide multiresolution angular space. Halftone patterns from each of the scan
hardcopy print types and covering the tonal range, were analyzed and synthesized
at each of the image sizes studied. The number of iterations in the synthesis was
50 (NI = 50).
Figure 4.14 shows the effect of image size N on the marginal statistics of a
periodic clustered dot of size 16x16 scan hardcopy print. A large clustered dot
is most sensitive to variations in image size. The plots show that, as a function
of image size, the marginal statistics were stable. In each plot, the black line
represents the average of the marginal statistic from actual measurements of
various printed samples. Likewise, the dotted lines represent the 2σ variability
of the marginal statistic measured from various printed samples. The variability
due to image size is approximately 100x smaller than the measured variability.
The same result was obtained across the range of scan hardcopy prints studied.
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The robustness in the calculated statistics at various image sizes supports the
properties of locality and stationarity of homogenous texture.
The effect of the image size N on various correlation statistics calculated in
the analysis step was also studied. Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 illustrate the
results for the three types of correlations; real autocorelation, cousin magnitude
correlation, and the parent magnitude correlation. The real autocorrelation is the
autocorrelation of each subband with itself. The cousin magnitude correlation is
the cross-correlation between subbands at the same scale. The parent magnitude
correlation is the cross-correlation between subbands at different scales. The x-
axis of each figure shows the correlation coefficients calculated for the larger image
size N=256. The y-axis show the value of the correlation coefficients for the other
three images sizes. The figures show that the image size N had negligible effect
on the calculation of the various correlation statistics as indicated by the linear
regression coefficient which is > 0.96 for all the lines.
As shown in Figure 4.18, a quadratic relationship exists between the analy-
sis processing time and the image size N . Doubling the image size quadruples
the processing time. However, the practical impact of this effect is relatively
small since the analysis time is very short. For example, there is an increase
of approximately 1 second per image when doubling the image size from 64x64
pixels to 128x128 pixels, and an approximate increase of 4 seconds per image
when doubling the size again to 256x256 pixels. This translates to a difference
of approximately 2 additional minutes between analyzing 32 images of size 64x64
pixels and analyzing 32 images of size 256x256 pixels.
The effect of the image size on the texture synthesis was also studied by
synthesizing the analyzed images vectors using 50 iterations (NI = 50).


















Figure 4.14: Marginal statistics vs. image size (N) for a CD16 halftone pattern. Solid
lines represent the measured mean value and the dotted lines represent the measured
variability of various printed samples.


































R2=0.99 for all three lines
Figure 4.15: Real auto correlation vs. image size (N) for clustered periodic (CD16)
halftone pattern. The figure show the autocorrelation coefficients for sizes N=32,64,
128 plotted against the autocorrelation coefficients for N= 256. The data shows good
agreement with a linear regression coefficient > 0.99 for all three lines.
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Figure 4.19 shows a visual pop-up test for three synthesis experiments where
synthetic images of different sizes from an aperiodic clustered dot were overlayed
on top of the original scan hardcopy print image. The gray border identifies the
location of the synthesized images. Almost no perceptual textural difference is
detected between the original and the synthesized image.
The synthesis step processing time is ∼ 100 to 800x longer, depending on
image size than the analysis time. Figure 4.20 shows that the synthesis process-
ing time also increases as a quadratic function with the image size. Because the
synthesis processing times are much larger than the analysis times, their increase
with image size has practical implications in processing time. For example, in-
creasing the image size from 32 x 32 pixels to 256 x 256 pixels increases the
processing time by approximately 7.5 minutes per image. For a batch of 32 im-

















































R2=0.99 for all three lines 
Figure 4.16: Cousin magnitude correlation vs. image size (N) for clustered periodic
(CD16) halftone pattern. The figure show the crosscorrelation coefficients within scales
for sizes N=32,64, 128 plotted against the crosscorrelation coefficients for N= 256. The
data shows good agreement with a linear regression coefficient > 0.99 for all three lines.
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R2=0.98  for N=128
R2=0.96  for N=32,64 
Figure 4.17: Parent magnitude correlation vs. image size (N) for clustered periodic
(CD16) halftone pattern. The figure show the crosscorrelation coefficients across scales
for sizes N=32,64, 128 plotted against the crosscorrelation coefficients for N= 256. The
data shows good agreement with a linear regression coefficient = 0.99 for N=128 and
= 0.96 for N=32 and 64.
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ages this translates to an increase of approximately 4 additional hours between
processing 32x32 pixels vs. 256x256 pixel images. This is a sizeable increase
in the synthesis processing time and Therefore, careful consideration should be
given to the image size selection when working with large images.
In summary, the size of the image does not significantly affect the accuracy
of the calculated statistics for analysis nor for synthesis, and the statistics were
stable for image sizes as small as 32 x 32 pixels. The main impact of the image
size is in the synthesis processing time. This finding supports the selection of
small images over larger ones particularly if processing time is of consideration.
The image size does not have an effect in the size of the feature vector except
that it limits its maximum size.























Figure 4.18: Texture analysis processing time vs. image size (N) for a clustered peri-
odic (CD16) halftone pattern. The numbers by the data markers represent the linear
dimension of the square image in pixels.




Figure 4.19: Synthesis of an aperiodic clustered dot halftone pattern as a function
of the image size (N). The synthesized images were overlayed on top of the original
scan hardcopy print image. The gray border identifies the location of the synthesized
images.
4.5.2 Number of Scales (NS) Effect
The effect of changing the number of scales for various halftone patterns was
also studied. Analysis and synthesis series were conducted for five scale values
(NS = 1 to 5). To ensure information fidelity, the other parameters were set to
large values (N = 128, NO = 8, NA = 9, NI = 50).
It was found that, the number of scales used in the texture analysis has a
relatively small impact on the analysis processing time for more than 2 scales.
Figure 4.21 shows that the processing time increases as the number of scales
increases. The rate of increase in the processing time slows down with more
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Figure 4.20: Texture synthesis processing time vs. image size (N) for periodic clus-
tered CD16 halftone pattern. The numbers by the data markers represent the linear
dimension of the square image in pixels.
scales because each scale adds images that are half the size of the previous scale.
For example, the difference in processing time between 1 or 5 scales is about 1
second per image.
The effect of the number of scales on the texture synthesis was also studied by
synthesizing the analyzed images vectors using 50 iterations (NI = 50). The effect
of changing the number of scales on the granularity of each of the synthesized
images was calculated and compared to the granularity of the scan hardcopy
print.
Figure 4.22 shows a typical result of the granularity of the synthesized images
as a function of the number of scales for an aperiodic clustered dot pattern (LPS)
with a dot area fraction of 0.25. The figure shows that the granularity values
were stable for more than 2 scales,
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Figure 4.21: Texture analysis processing time vs. number of scales (NS) for a periodic
clustered (CD16) halftone pattern.














Figure 4.22: Granularity vs. number of scales (NS) for an aperiodic clustered dot
(LPS) pattern at a 25% dot area fraction. The solid line represents the mean measured
granularity from hardcopy prints.
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Figure 4.23 shows the impact of changing the number of scales on the synthesis
processing time. The effect is similar to the effect of the number of scales on the
analysis processing time, in that the rate of increase of the synthesis processing
time slows down as the number of scales increase. However, the magnitude of
the increase of the synthesis processing time between 1 scale and 5 scales is
much larger. For example, the difference in processing time between 1 and 5
scales is approximately 2.5 minutes per image for the synthesis step compared
to approximately only 1 second per image for the analysis step. This increase in
synthesis processing time translates to approximately one additional hour when
processing a batch of 32 images.
The maximum number of scales that can be used in a synthesis is limited by
the selection of the image size. Using smaller images to minimize the effect of
image size on processing time, typically limits the number of scales to 2-3. The
2-3 scales still result in stable granularity values as well as shorter processing
times. The size of the feature vector increases linearly with the number of scales.
4.5.3 Number of Orientations (NO) Effect
The effect of the number of orientations was studied in a series of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 orientations (NO). Other parameters were set as follows; N = 128, NS = 5,
NA = 9, and NI = 50.
Figure 4.24 shows the linear relationship between the analysis processing time
and the number of orientations used. The analysis processing time was minimally
impacted by the number of orientations. For example, increasing the number of
orientations from 2 to 10 resulted in an increase of the processing time by only
2.5 seconds per image. For a batch of 32 images, this is a total increase of 1.3
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Number of Scales (NS)
Figure 4.23: Texture synthesis processing time vs. number of scales (NS) for a clustered
periodic CD16 halftone pattern.
minutes in processing time.
The effect of the number of orientations on the texture synthesis, was also
studied by synthesizing the analyzed images vectors using 50 iterations (NI = 50).
The effect of changing the number of orientations on the granularity of each of
the synthesized images was calculated and compared to the granularity of the
scan hardcopy print.
Figure 4.25 shows a typical result of the synthesized granularity as a function
of the number of orientations for an aperiodic clustered dot (LPS) pattern at a
dot area fraction of 0.25. The figure shows that the granularity values were stable
for more than 2 scales. All the values were well within the printing variability,
but best results were obtained when the number of orientations included a filter
oriented at 45 degrees. Granularity results support that 2-4 orientations are
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Number of Orientations (NO)
Figure 4.24: Texture analysis processing time vs. number of orientations (NO) for a
clustered periodic (CD16) halftone pattern.
sufficient for practical implementation.
The major impact of increasing the number of orientations is on the synthesis
processing time. As shown in Figure 4.26, the synthesis processing time increases
linearly at a rate of approximately 30 seconds per image per orientation. The
increase of the synthesis processing time between 1 and 10 orientations is approx-
imately 300 seconds per image. For a batch of 32 images, the total increase in
synthesis processing time translates to approximately 2.7 additional hours. The
size of the feature vector increases quadratically with the number of orientations.
4.5.4 Correlation Neighborhood Size (NA) Effect
The effect of the size of the correlation neighborhood used in the correlation
analysis was also studied for sizes of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 pixels. Other
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Figure 4.25: Granularity vs. number of orientations (NO) for an aperiodic clustered
dot (LPS) at a 25% dot area fraction. The solid line represents the mean measured
granularity from hardcopy prints.
parameters were set as follows; N = 128, NS = 5, NO = 8, and NI = 50.
It was found that the analysis processing time is insensitive to changes in
the size of the correlation neighborhood size variable NA (Figures 4.27). This
is not surprising, since the algorithm calculates the correlation functions on the
whole image and then crops the central part of the function to the correlation
neighborhood size.
The effect of the size of the correlation neighborhood on the texture synthesis
was also studied by synthesizing the analyzed images vectors using 50 iterations
(NI = 50). The effect of changing the size of the correlation neighborhood on
the granularity of each of the synthesized images was calculated and compared
to the granularity of the scan hardcopy print.
Figure 4.28 shows a typical result of synthesized granularity as a function of
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Figure 4.26: Texture synthesis processing time vs. number of orientations (NO) for a
periodic clustered CD16 halftone pattern.


























Figure 4.27: Analysis processing time vs. neighborhood size (NA) for periodic clustered
(CD16) halftone pattern.
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the neighborhood size for an aperiodic clustered dot (LPD) pattern at a dot area
fraction of 0.25. The figure shows that the granularity values were stable when
NA ≥ 3.














Neighborhood Size (NA) 
Figure 4.28: Granularity vs. NA for aperiodic clustered (LPS) at a 25% dot area
fraction. The solid line represents the mean measured granularity from hardcopy prints.
Figure 4.29 shows that the NA has a moderate effect (approximately 0.7 sec-
onds per NA per image) on the synthesis processing time for NA < 11. The figure
also shows an unexpected sudden increase in the synthesis processing time when
NA > 11. The reason for this sudden increase in synthesis processing time is cur-
rently unknown. The size of the feature vector increases quadratically with the
size of the correlation neighborhood and it is plausible that the cause is related
to memory management. Because the granularity values are stable for NA > 3 it
is impractical to use large values for NA.
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Figure 4.29: Synthesis processing time vs. neighborhood size (NA) for periodic clus-
tered (CD16) halftone pattern.
4.5.5 Number of Iterations (NI) Effect
The number of iterations was studied for the combinations of the analysis step
parameters discussed in subsections 4.5.1 to 4.5.4. Figure 4.30 shows an example
of convergence of the synthesized image granularity as a function of the number of
iterations. This plot was generated from a number of iterations (NI) series for an
aperiodic clustered (LPS) pattern at a dot area fraction of 0.25. For this synthesis,
the other parameters were set to the following values: N = 128, NS = 5, NO = 8,
and NA = 9 The data shows that the granularity began to converge around 15
iterations and that appear to be stable after 20 iterations. This is an example or
a relatively fast conversion. The number of iterations at which the granularity is
stable varies somewhat with the settings of the other parameters and with the
particular halftone pattern and gray level being synthesized. It was found that in
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the higher end, granularity was generally stable around 40 iterations. A typical
value used was 50 iterations as a reasonable compromise between processing time
and synthesis stability, and that it operates at a higher process capability. The
additional 10 iterations provide a lower risk for underestimating the granularity.

















Figure 4.30: Granularity vs. number of iterations (NI) for aperiodic clustered (LPS)
at a 25% dot area fraction. The solid line represents the mean measured granularity
from hardcopy prints.
4.5.6 Summary
Optimization experiments yielded important guidelines for the selection of anal-
ysis and synthesis parameters. It was found that the minimum criteria for the
operational parameters are; the image size greater or equal than 32x32 pixels
(N ≥ 32), the number of scales equal or greater than 2 scales (NS ≥ 2), the num-
ber of orientations greater or equal to 2 (NO ≥ 2), the correlation neighborhood
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size should be greater or equal to 3 (NA ≥ 3), and the number of iterations should
be greater or equal to 40 (NI ≥ 40). If the total processing time is not a concern,
then using any combination of the variables above the minimum criteria should
produce acceptable results. The variables that have the largest impact on the
processing time were; the image size and the number of scales, therefore, careful
consideration should be made when working with large images. It was found
that, for practical implementation purposes and, to increase the process capabil-
ity, a reasonable compromise between processing time and synthesis stability is
achieved when working beyond the minimum criteria for some of the parameters.
A combination of parameters that meets the above criteria is N = 64, NS = 2,
NO = 4, NA = 5, and NI = 50. On the average, the above combination ana-
lyzes and synthesizes one image in ∼ 0.90 minutes. For a batch of 32 images the
processing time will be ∼ 29 minutes.
Chapter 5
Neural Network Printer Model
This chapter describes the implementation of the texture printer model frame-
work as a neural network. The evolution of the neural network printer model is
discussed with emphasis on the key findings. Guidelines for the selection of the
network architecture are provided. The guidelines are based on a study of the sen-
sitivity of the texture synthesis to variations in the network design parameters
(i.e. type of network, number of layers, number of neurons per layer, training
algorithms). The guidelines describe the model’s neural network and provide
information about the tradeoff between the network architecture, modeling per-
formance, and the algorithm execution time. Our printer model implementation
is an example of modeling electrophotographic printers in a texture space. As
described in Chapter 3, the choice of texture analysis and synthesis method deter-
mines the level of practical implementation. For this model, the texture analysis
and synthesis technique developed by Portilla and Simoncelli was adopted. This
chapter describes the evolution of the model from a generalized linear systems
model to a bank of neural networks specialized in modeling the key texture pa-
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rameters.
5.1 A Linear Electrophotographic Printer Model
A generalized linear model was tested with a clustered periodic dot and a dis-
persed periodic dot. The model assumes that there is a linear transformation
T that maps the matrix A into the matrix B as shown in Equation 5.1. The
matrix A is composed of the feature column vectors ~ai of the halftone patterns,
and matrix B is composed of feature column vectors ~bi of the scan of the halftone
pattern. The transformation matrix T is found by the matrix operation shown in
Equation 5.2, where the matrices At and Bt, are sub-matrices of A and B, and
represent the normalized feature vectors for the training data set. The training
set includes print replicates for each of the various samples of the halftone pat-
terns used. The estimate of matrix B is B̂, which was calculated by Equation
5.3. The components of matrix B̂, feature vectors b̂i, where used to synthesize
the estimated model images.
TA = B (5.1)
T = BtAt
−1 (5.2)
B̂ = TA (5.3)
A model was developed for each of the halftone algorithms. Results from the
linear model predictions for the mean and variance of the reflectance samples
are summarized in Figure 5.1. In this figure, each of the model parameters are
plotted against the average of the measured parameter. The error bars are an
estimate of the print to print variation of each sample. The top two plots are for
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the periodic clustered dot and the bottom plots are for the aperiodic dispersed
dot. The two plots on the left show that the model successfully predicted most of
the mean reflectance values for the clustered periodic dot, but failed to make good
predictions of the aperiodic dispersed dot values. The model was inadequate in
the prediction of the reflectance variance for both halftone patterns as indicated
by the plots on the right. In some cases, it predicted the impossibility of a
negative value for the reflectance variance.
Inspection of the synthesized images showed that the model failed to predict
the finer structure of the halftone pattern as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. These
figures compare the scanned images (left) and the modeled images (right) for
the clustered periodic halftone pattern (top) and the aperiodic dispersed halftone
pattern (bottom). The modeled images lack the finer details of the scanned
images. They display more uniform dots and background. The dots also appear
to be larger than the scanned dots.
5.2 Neural Network Printer Model
This section describes components of a neural network printer model. The neural
network model must be trained, as shown in Figure 5.3. During training, the
feature vectors ~a and ~b are divided into training sets At and Bt, and evaluation
set A. The trained neural network is used to generate the estimated matrix B̂
from matrix A. The output feature vectors in matrix B̂ are estimates of the
parameters that describe the texture of the printed halftone pattern SHCP.
Finally, the texture synthesis module transforms the output vectors into images
that represents the printed output. The results are analyzed to compare the
model estimates with the measured values.
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Figure 5.1: Results of a generalized linear printer model applied to a clustered periodic
halftone pattern (top plots) and a dispersed aperiodic halftone pattern (bottom plots).
The model parameters are plotted against the average of the measured parameter. The
error bars are an estimate of the print to print variation of each sample. The two plots
on the left are for the mean reflectance values, and the plots on the right are for the
variance reflectance values. The model was inadequate for predicting the mean and
reflectance variance parameters for both halftone patterns.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the scanned images (left) and the linear modeled synthe-
sized images (right) for the clustered periodic halftone pattern (top) and the aperiodic
dispersed halftone pattern (bottom). The modeled images lack the finer details of the
scanned images, and display more uniform dots and background. The simulated dots
also appear to be larger than the scanned dots.
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Figure 5.3: This figure illustrates the process used in this dissertation to build the
texture-based printer model for a binary electrophotographic printer.
5.2.1 Type of Neural Network
A number of parameters must be selected when designing a neural network (NN)
starting with the type of neural network that will be used. The capabilities of
a NN are defined by its neural structure, and the learning algorithm that will
be used to train the network. In this implementation, the choice of NN was a
feed-forward network. A feed-forward network consists of multiple layers with
non-linear differentiable transfer functions, neuron weights and biases. Some
desirable properties of a feed-forward network include the following;
• when properly designed, a feed-forward network is capable of estimating
output from inputs never before seen by the network
• it has a wide range of training options, which allow for practical implemen-
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tation
• it may be designed with a relatively small number of layers to approximate
non-linear functions
• it has options to control function over-fitting
5.2.2 Large Feed-Forward Network Architecture
Preliminary experiments were designed to narrow down the choices of feed-forward
network architectures. The initial approach was to evaluate a large network with
one hidden layer as shown in Figure 5.4. The top flowchart shows that the net-
work has three layers, one input layer (I), one hidden layer (H), and one output
layer (O). Each layer consist of a group of neurons and a transfer function. Each
neuron has a weight and a bias value associated with it. In each layer, the group
of neurons is represented by a collection of weights and biases in the matrices Wi
and bi, where the subscript i identifies the layer. The bottom flowchart in Figure
5.4, is a compact representation of the top flowchart in which only the hidden
layer is shown. In this representation, the number of input parameters is repre-
sented by X. The chart describes the first large NN architecture tested, in which
the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 2X the number of input parameters.
The transfer function for the input and the hidden layer, was selected to be the
differentiable log-sigmoid function (Equation 5.4), while, for the output layer, a





Experimental results using the basic architecture described above for a clus-
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)( ˆ XB)2(NN X ( )XA
Figure 5.4: Large feed-forward NN architecture. The top flowchart shows a three layer
architecture; input layer (I), hidden layer (H), and output layer (O). The matrices
Wi and bi contain the weights and the biases for the neurons in layer i. The bottom
flowchart is a compact representation of the network which only shows the hidden layer.
The number of neurons in the hidden layer is 2X the number of input parameters X.
tered periodic and a dispersed aperiodic halftone pattern, are shown in Figure
5.5.
The two plots on the left show that the model was not successful in predicting
the mean reflectance values for the clustered periodic dot (top) nor for the aperi-
odic dispersed dot. The model was also inadequate for predicting the reflectance
variance for both halftone patterns as indicated by the plots on the right. The
basic architecture was just as inadequate as the linear model. Modifications to
the basic architecture were evaluated, by varying the number of layers and the
number of neurons in the hidden layers.
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Figure 5.5: Results from modeling a clustered periodic (top row) and a dispersed ape-
riodic (bottom row) halftone pattern using the neural network described in Section
5.2.2. Each plot shows the modeled vs. the measured values for the mean reflectance
and the reflectance variance. The bars represent estimates of the print to print vari-
ability. The architecture of this neural network model was inadequate for modeling the
feature vectors.
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5.2.3 Modifications to the Large Network Architecture
5.2.3.1 Number of Neurons in the Hidden Layer
The performance of the NN model was evaluated after modifying the number
of neurons in the hidden layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer
were varied from 1
32
X to 4X the number of input parameters. The results of
the modeled mean and variance reflectance are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8,
respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the plots of the modeled vs. the measured mean
reflectance for the best and worst fit of the neural models. The model fitness is
summarized in the bottom plot as the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio between the
measured and the modeled responses, as previously described in Chapter 4. The
maximum SNR was obtained when the number of hidden neurons was 1
4
X the
number of parameters. However, the model was still inadequate for making good
predictions, as can be seen in the 1
4
x plot. Similar results were obtained for the
reflectance variance as show in Figure 5.7. A summary for the fit of the total
model, the mean, the variance, and the 2D autocorrelation (ACR) functions, is
shown in Figure 5.8. The bars represent the SNR for each of the parameters
sub-divided by the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Although the model
fit improved when the number of neurons was reduced, the model errors were
large.
5.2.3.2 Number of Hidden Layers
Another modification made to the large neural network architecture was to change
the number of hidden layers. Network architectures with 2 and 3 hidden layers
were evaluated. Each one of the additional layers was designed to have 2X the
number of input parameters. The results of these neural networks for modeling
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Figure 5.6: Modeled vs. measured mean reflectance for a clustered periodic halftone
pattern as a function of the number of neurons in the hidden layer for the large NN
architecture.
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Figure 5.7: Modeled vs. measured reflectance variance for a clustered periodic halftone
pattern as a function of the number of neurons in the hidden layer for the large NN
architecture.

























Figure 5.8: Summary of the SNRS for the total model, the mean and variance re-
flectance, and 2D ACR functions for a clustered periodic halftone pattern as a function
of the number of neurons in the hidden layer for the large NN architecture.
a clustered periodic halftone pattern are shown in Figure 5.9. The bottom plot
in the figure, shows the SNRS for the total model, the mean, the variance, and
the 2D ACR functions. Increasing the number of layers, increased the model fit
with higher SNR values. However, the lack of model fit was still large as can
be appreciated in the top plots showing the modeled vs. measured mean and
reflectance variance parameters.
The conclusion from the exploratory large neural network architecture ex-
periments showed that this type of architecture is not suitable for modeling the
feature parameters. Alternative architectures were needed. To identify other
possible architectures, a study of the key texture parameters was conducted.
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Figure 5.9: Summary of the SNRs for the total model, the mean and variance re-
flectance, and 2D ACR functions for a clustered periodic halftone pattern as a function
of the number of hidden layers for the large NN architecture.
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5.2.3.3 Identifying Key Texture Parameters
A method used to identify key texture parameters was to study the partial pa-
rameter synthesis of the SCHP. In this dissertation, a partial parameter synthesis
is defined as a texture synthesis that uses a subset of the texture parameters.
Results of the partial parameter synthesis are visually and analytically evaluated
to determine the relative impact of the missing parameters on the quality of the
synthesis.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of a partial parameter synthesis for a SHCP of a
clustered periodic halftone dot. The synthesized images are organized in a matrix
according to the groups of texture parameters used. In this example, the impact
of four groups of texture parameters was studied; (group 1) sub-bands marginal
statistics, (group 2) sub-bands correlations, (group 3) correlation of sub-bands
magnitude responses, and (group 4) sub-bands relative local phase. The images
in the matrix result from the synthesis of 16 combinations of the four groups. The
group of parameters used in a given synthesis is identified by the binary number
above each image. Each digit in the binary code corresponds to one of the texture
parameter groups listed above. From left to right, the leftmost digit corresponds
to group 1, the second digit to group 2, the third digit to group 3, and the
rightmost digit to group 4. For each digit, a value of 1 indicates that the group the
digit represents was used in the synthesis. For example, the code [1 1 0 0] indicates
that group 1, the sub-bands marginal statistics, and group 2, the sub-bands
correlations parameters, were used in the synthesis. The images on the matrix
are organized such that the diagonal represent images synthesized exclusively
with one of the four groups. The images below the diagonal are synthesized
as the cumulative addition of the diagonal images and the groups to its right.
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For example, the top image on the first column was synthesized with group 1
only, the image below it was synthesized with groups 1 and 2, the image below
that with groups 1, 2, and 3, and the last image in that column is the complete
synthesis that includes all four groups. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that
the complete synthesis image is a close reproduction of the SCHP. To maintain
uniformity, all the images synthesized in this study used the same white noise
seed image ([0000]), which is located at the intersection of row 3, and column 4
in the matrix. Visually, there are a variety of textures in the matrix, some of
which are perceptually similar to the fully synthesized image ([1111]). A visual
inspection shows that the synthesized images that are perceptually similar to
the full synthesis image were obtained when the combination of the marginal
statistics and the correlation of sub-bands were present in the synthesis. These
images are located in column 1, rows 2 to 4, and column 4, row 2.
For an analytical evaluation of the partial parameter synthesis, the granular-
ity SNR between each image and the complete synthesis image were calculated.
The results are summarized in Table 5.1 (which is organized to match the matrix
images in Figure 5.10) and in Figure 5.11. The bar chart in Figure 5.11 shows four
subgroups in the x-axis. These groups use the two leftmost digits of the binary
ID to indicate the presence of groups 1 and 2. The analytical results confirm the
visual observations. The higher SNRs were obtained from image synthesis that
included the combination of the sub-bands marginal and correlation statistics
(bars 11). The analytical results also show that the use of the sub-bands correla-
tions yielded higher SNR values than using the marginal statistics alone (bars 01
& 10). This confirms the importance of the correlation statistics in the texture
representation and reaffirms the well documented fact that matching marginal
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1  0  0  0 1  0  1  0 1  0  0  1 1  0  1  1
1  1  0  0 0  1  0  0 0  1  0  1 1  1  0  1
1  1  1  0 0  1  1  0 0  0  1  0 0  0  0  0
1  1  1  1 0  1  1  1 0  0  1  1 0  0  0  1
Figure 5.10: Partial parameter synthesis results for a clustered periodic halftone pat-
tern. The binary number above each image identifies the group of texture parameters
used in that image synthesis. For a detail explanation of the groups see section 5.2.3.3.
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1000 1010 1001 1011
1.4 33.9 7.0 29.7
1100 0100 0101 1101
55.4 31.3 31.9 57.5
1110 0110 0010 0000
65.3 43.9 0.6 0.3
1111 0111 0011 0001
∞ 45.5 0.7 0.3
Table 5.1: Granularity SNR for partial synthesis modeling of the images shown on
Figure 5.10. The SNR is calculated relative to the complete synthesis image. The bold
numbers are the binary code that identifies the synthesis, and are organized in the
same order as the images on Figure 5.10. The higher SNRs occur when the marginal
statistics and the sub-bands correlation groups are included in the synthesis.
statistics alone (histogram matching ) is not sufficient to represent texture.
The partial parameter synthesis analysis was also conducted for a group of
19 halftone patterns, which included; clustered periodic, clustered aperiodic and
dispersed aperiodic dots at various dot area fractions. The results are summarized
in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.12. The results also support the previous conclusion
that two key texture parameter groups are; the marginal statistics and the sub-
bands correlations, since this combination has the higher SNR values. These
matrices of partial parameter synthesis are also useful in the diagnosis of the
model performance, because they help identify the group of parameters that is
most likely responsible for synthesis failure.
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1000 1010 1001 1011
7.0 20.6 9.7 18.9
1100 0100 0101 1101
44.2 36.8 36.8 44.5
1110 0110 0010 0000
60.2 49.2 7.7 5.3
1111 0111 0011 0001
∞ 47.6 7.6 5.3
Table 5.2: Average granularity SNR for partial synthesis modeling for various halftone
algorithms at various gray levels. The SNR is calculated relative to the complete
synthesis image. The bold numbers are the binary code that identifies the synthesis.
The higher SNRs occur when the marginal statistics and the correlation of sub-bands
groups are included in the synthesis.
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Figure 5.11: Granularity SNR results for partial parameter synthesis of clustered peri-
odic dot. The bar chart shows four subgroups in the x-axis. These groups use the two
leftmost digits of the binary ID to indicate the presence of groups 1 and 2. The sub-
bars indicate the presence of groups 3 and 4. The analytical results confirm the visual
observations. The higher SNRs were obtained from image synthesis that included the
combination of the sub-bands marginal and correlation statistics (bars 11).
5.2.3.4 Grouping Stats into Networks
The identification of the key model parameters in the previous section suggested
a needed change to the network architecture. Alternative network architectures
were evaluated and these are described in Figure 5.13. These architectures split
the feature vector matrix A into N subgroups of feature parameters matrices
Ai. Each one of these matrices have Xi distinct feature parameters. Each Ai is
modeled independently with its own neural network NNiL, where L is a digit that
represents the number of layers in the hidden network. The number of neurons in
each hidden layer is represented as a multiple α of the input feature parameters
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Figure 5.12: Granularity SNR results for partial parameter synthesis of a group of 19
halftone patterns, which included; clustered periodic, clustered aperiodic and dispersed
aperiodic dots at various dot area fractions. The bar chart shows four subgroups in
the x-axis. These groups use the two leftmost digits of the binary ID to indicate the
presence of groups 1 and 2. The sub-bars indicate the presence of groups 3 and 4.
The analytical results confirm the visual observations. The higher SNRs were obtained
from image synthesis that included the combination of the sub-bands marginal and
correlation statistics (bars 11).







































Figure 5.13: Additional NN architectures studied. These NN architectures differ in
the number and type of subgroups of the texture parameters.
Xi. With this new definition the neural networks tested earlier in section 5.2.2,










, 1, 2, 4
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Additional architectures that differed in the number of subgroups of the fea-
ture matrix were tested (see Table 5.3 for a detailed description). The subgroups
were chosen to independently model the key parameters.
The analytical results are summarized in the bar chart of Figure 5.14, which
shows the SNR of the measured to the modeled error for each of the various
architectures, grouped by the total model, the mean, the variance, and the real 2D
autocorrelation parameters. The model fitness for these parameters improved as
the number of independent groups increased. In addition, the mean and variance
SNR values increased significantly when the marginal statistics were modeled
independent of correlation statistics and independent of scale.
The real 2D autocorrelation SNR increased when it was modeled independent
of the magnitude autocorrelations and independent of scale as shown in Figure
5.15. In this figure, ACRn represents the real 2D autocorrelation for the nth scale.





























Figure 5.14: SNRs for the total model, the mean and variance reflectance, and 2D
ACR functions for a clustered periodic halftone pattern as a function of the parameters























Figure 5.15: Real 2D autocorrelation SNRs as a function of the parameter subgroups
described in Table 5.3. ACR represents the total real 2D autocorrelation, and ACRn
represents the real 2D autocorrelation for the nth scale.
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Name L α N = 3 Subgroups
NNGP1 1 2 3 Marginal Statistics, auto-correlations, cross-
correlations.
NNGP2 1 2 9 Marginal Statistics, skewness/ kurtosis low pass,
auto-correlations, cross-correlations, sub-band
means, within scale magnitude and real cross-
correlation, across scale magnitude and real cross-
correlation, variance high-pass band.
NNGP3 1 2 10 Like NNGP2 except auto-correlations divided into
magnitude and real groups.
NNGP4 1 2 12 Like NNGP3 except real auto-correlations divided
by scale.
Table 5.3: Additional NN architectures
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the modeled vs. measured mean and the re-
flectance variance for the two architectures NNGP1 and NNGP3 for the periodic
clustered dot and the aperiodic dispersed dot. Both figures show the improve-
ments in the model fit with the largest improvement from the NNGP3 architec-
ture.
The new neural network architectures tested improved the parametric model
fit. Despite these modeling improvements seen when modeling by groups, the fit
of the 2D correlation functions was still inadequate. This is appreciated in the dot
structure of the series of synthesized images in Figure 5.18 that show examples of
14% dot area fraction clustered periodic dot from different NN architecture. From
left to right the images are from the large NN architecture, NNGP1, NNGP4, and
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Figure 5.16: Modeled vs. measured mean and variance reflectances for a clustered
periodic halftone pattern (top) and for a dispersed aperiodic halftone patterns when
modeling with the NNGP1 architecture described in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.17: Modeled vs. measured mean and variance reflectance for a clustered
periodic halftone pattern (top) and for a dispersed aperiodic halftone pattern when
modeling with the NNGP3 architecture described in Table 5.3.
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the scanned image. Note that as the parametric model fit is improved, the dot
structure is converging towards the dot structure of the scanned image. These
results encouraged further exploration of the effect of variations in the number
of neurons and the number of hidden layers with the new NN architectures. In
addition, the effect of the training algorithms in the model fit was also explored.
Figure 5.18: Comparison of modeled results for clustered periodic dot of 14% dot area
fraction. Left to right one group NN, three groups NN, 12 groups NN
5.2.3.4.1 Re-evaluating the number of neurons in hidden layer. The
improvements seen in the model fit due to sub-grouping of parameters merited
a re-evaluation of the number of neurons in the hidden layer for the new archi-
tectures. The number of neurons in the hidden layers were evaluated in a series
from 1
32
X to 8X the number of input parameters (Figure 5.19). The results from
the top chart show that the maximum SNR’s for the reflectance mean and the
reflectance variance are obtained when the number of neurons in the hidden layer
is at least equal to the number of input parameters. The bottom chart show sim-
ilar results for the real autocorrelation of the high (ACR1), medium (ACR2) and
coarse (ACR3) frequency subbands. However, changing the number of neurons in
the hidden layers of the sub-groups did not yield a new maximum for the model
fit.






















Figure 5.19: SNRs as a function of the number of neurons in the hidden layers for the
mean and variance (top) and real 2D autocorrelations (bottom) for a clustered periodic
dot when modeled with the NNGP4 architecture described in Table 5.3.
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5.2.3.4.2 Re-evaluating the number of hidden layers Similarly, the im-
pact of changing the number of hidden layers of the independent models was
evaluated. Figure 5.20 shows the SNR results for the mean, variance and real
2D autocorrelation for a clustered periodic halftone as a function of more hidden




















Figure 5.20: SNRs as a function of the number of hidden layers for the mean, variance,
and real 2D autocorrelations of the higher frequency scale, for a clustered periodic dot
when modeled with the NNGP4 architecture described in Table 5.3.
5.2.3.4.3 Evaluating Algorithms The training algorithms are the proce-
dures used for modifying the weights and biases of the neural network. The
training algorithms for feed-forward networks are known as back-propagation
algorithms. Back-propagation is associated with the fact that to determine ad-
justment in the weights of hidden neurons, the error signals are back-propagated
through the network. In its simplest form, back-propagation is a gradient descent
algorithm in which the weights are adjusted along the direction of the negative of
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the gradient of the performance function. The performance function is typically
the mean squared error between the target and the estimated values. There are
many types of back-propagation algorithms, some of them are based on other
optimization techniques such as conjugate gradient or Newton methods (see Ta-
ble 5.4). The training functions from Table 5.4 representing various optimization
algorithms were evaluated with the NNGP3 and NNGP4 architectures.
Figure 5.21 shows the results from the various training algorithms in the mod-
eling of a clustered periodic dot. The top chart show SNR results for the mean,
variance and real 2D total autocorrelation when using NNGP3 architecture, and
the bottom chart shows the results for the high frequency scale real 2D autocorre-
lation band when using the NNGP4 architecture. In both cases, the best results
were obtained with training algorithms that are based on the conjugate gradient
technique (SCG and CGF). In the conjugate gradient technique, the weights are
adjusted in the conjugate direction of the previous gradient adjustment rather
than the steepest gradient. The neural networks tested up to this point used a
scale conjugate gradient algorithm.
The training algorithms, based on quasi-Newton optimization methods (BFG
and LM) failed because they required more memory than the 2GB available.
These algorithms typically required larger amounts of memory than conjugate
gradient algorithms. The variations in training algorithms did not yield improve-
ments in model fit above those obtained with the SCG.
5.2.3.4.4 Evaluation of other input parameters To simulate the dot
structure more closely, further improvements in the modeling of the correlation
functions are required. The premise is that additional input information is re-
quired to improve the correlation modeling. To this point, groups of feature






























Figure 5.21: NN modeling GP2 CD8. SNR vs. Training Function. Also NN CPU
training time vs. Number of Neurons
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Algorithm Name Description
GD Gradient descent Weights adjusted in the direction of




Momentum allows to respond to
trends in the error surface.
RP Resilient back-
propagation
Weights are adjusted based only on
the sign of the gradient.
CGF Conjugate gradient
Fletcher-Reeves
Adjusts the weights in the conju-




Approximate Newton’s method as
an alternative to the conjugate gra-
dient search. Approximation of the




Quasi-Newton method that approx-
imates the Hessian with the Jaco-
bian.
SCG Scale Conjugate Gra-
dient
Combines LM with conjugate gra-
dient
Table 5.4: Training Functions
parameters have been modeled independent of each other. The impact of adding
the marginal statistics as input parameters to model all the groups was studied.
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Factors Feature ID ACR1 SNR
ACR1 1 17.12
ACR1, µ 2 21.16
ACR1, µ, σ2 3 21.12
ACR1, µ, σ2, s 4 22.42
ACR1, µ, σ2, s, k 5 22.42
µ, σ2, s, k 6 23.16
CACR1, µ, σ2, s, k 7 23.51
Table 5.5: Model variations and SNR results for the real 2D autocorrelation function
modeling of the higher frequency scale of a clustered periodic dot.
The effectiveness of the parameter in the modeling was measured by calculat-
ing the SNR of the measured parameter to the modeling error, as previously
described. An increase in SNR indicates that the added factor improved the
accuracy of the model. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.22 show the model factors and
the results of adding marginal statistics to the real 2D autocorrelation modeling
of the higher frequency scale band for a clustered periodic halftone pattern. In
Table 5.5, ACR1 stands for the 2D real autocorrelation of the higher frequency
scale, µ, σ2, s, and k are the mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of the
halftone pattern, respectively, and CACR1 is the real central autocorrelation of
the higher frequency scale of the halftone pattern. The results from Figure 5.22
show: (1) that the model fit improved with the addition of marginal statistics,
and (2) that the complete real 2D autocorrelation function is not needed as an
input parameter.










Figure 5.22: Plot of Table 5.5.
The findings in the exploration of the real 2D autocorrelation modeling were
also tested with the modeling of other correlation statistics. Figure 5.23 shows the
improvements obtained in the modeling of the individual magnitude autocorre-
lation sub-bands. In this figure, MACBmn represents the magnitude correlation
functions for the orientation band m at the scale n (i.e. MACB00 is the first
orientation band for the first scale, since the bands are coded on a zero base).
Like the autocorrelation modeling, the model fitness improved with the use of the
marginal statistic as input parameters and by subdividing the model by scale. For
the magnitude correlations, there is an additional improvement in the SNR when
the model is subdivided further by band orientation.
The modeling of cross-correlation statistics also improved with the use of
the marginal statistics and the sub-grouping by scale. Figure 5.24 shows the
improvement in the cross-correlation across scales modeling. The x-axis identifies
the cross-correlation statistic Bmn, where the numbers m and n identify the
correlation bands (i.e. B26 represents the correlation between band #2 and band





















Figure 5.23: Plot of MAC.
# 6, where bands 2 to 5 identify the orientation bands of the first scale and
bands 6 to 9 identify the orientation bands of the second scale). The y-axis
is the modeling SNR. The two modeling architectures tested were; the parent
magnitude correlation (PMC) and the marginal statistics by scale. The PMC is
the NN architecture in which the magnitude cross-correlations are modeled from
the halftone pattern magnitude correlations as one single group. The bar charts
show that all of the cross-correlations improved when modeling with the marginal
statistics by scale architecture.
The improvements in the modeling fit using the marginal statistics as inputs
and sub-dividing by scale and by orientation also applied to the other cross-
correlation statistics (real and magnitude). Cross-correlations within scale results
are shown in Figure 5.25. The three NN architectures tested were; modeling
the magnitude cross-correlations (CMC) from the halftone pattern magnitude
cross-correlations, modeling with the marginal statistics only, and modeling with
marginal statistics and subgroups by scale.




















































































































Figure 5.25: Plot CMC
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In conclusion, from the alternative NN architectures described in Figure 5.13,
the best model fit are obtained with a group of feed-forward NN specialized by
subgroups of feature parameters into marginal, real and magnitude 2D autocor-
relation for each scale. The NN has one hidden layer with a number of neurons
equal to 2X the number of input parameters. The network is trained with a scale













Figure 5.26: The NNGP5 architecture is a modification to the NNGP4 architecture
where the marginal statistics (A1) are used as input parameters and where the NN
models are subdivided by groups, scale and orientation.
The improvements in texture modeling due to the evolution of the NN archi-
tecture can be appreciated in the images of Figure 5.27. The image show examples
of the modeled textures for a cluster periodic halftone at various gray levels. The
upper left group of images are from the large NN architecture (NNGP0) described
in Section 5.2.2. The “X” images represent failed synthesis. The upper right im-
ages were modeled with the NNGP2 architecture described in Table 5.3. The
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bottom left images were modeled with the NNGP5 architecture described above
in this section, subdividing by groups, scale, orientation, and including marginal
statistics as input parameters for all subgroups. The images on the bottom right
are the scanned hardcopy prints (SHCP). The model produced close approxi-
mations to the SHCP from the halftone patterns textures. There are still some
perceptual differences in the finer dot structure.
5.2.4 Refinements to the models
Other factors were studied to further improve the model. Specifically, three areas
were studied; modeling the parameters within the group of statistics indepen-
dently, adding additional input parameters, and improving the generalization of
the model. Studying the results from the linear model suggest that some param-
eters could be modeled independent of the feature group that they belong to,
specifically; marginal statistics and cross correlations. Previous studies reported
that some topological parameters of the halftone pattern are strongly related to
dot gain. Figure 2.18, showed the qualitative relationship between the amount of
dot gain and the dot size of the clustered periodic dots. As previously described,
the dot gain phenomena is related to the amount of dot edges available at a given
gray level. A topology metric that relates to the amount of dot gain is the binary
pattern perimeter to area ratio.
Figure 5.28 shows the perimeter to area ratio for three different halftone pat-
tern, two clustered periodic dot (CD4, CD8) and one dispersed aperiodic dot
(ED). The halftone pattern with the larger perimeter to area ratio (ED) is more
sensitive to the dot gain distortion, followed by the CD4 and finally, the CD8.
The difference in sensitivity to dot gain distortion is a result of the interaction
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Figure 5.27: Examples of modeled textures for a cluster periodic halftone at vari-
ous gray levels. The upper left group of images are from the large NN architecture
(NNGP0), the upper right images were modeled with the NNGP2 architecture, the
bottom left images were modeled with the NNGP5 architecture described in Section
5.2.3.4.4, and the images on the bottom right are the scanned hardcopy prints (SHCP).
The “X” images represent failed synthesis.
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between the halftone pattern structure, the electrophotographic printer, the toner
laydown, and the viewing conditions.


















Figure 5.28: Perimeter to area ratio vs. dot area fraction.
The morphology information, stored in the underlying pixel structure and the
neighborhood relationship between the pixels of the halftone pattern was studied
with a topology analysis. The topology analysis consists of three basic steps; first,
it defines a pixel neighborhood, second, it identifies the connected components
within the defined neighborhood, and third, it performs topological measurements
on the connected components. For halftone patterns, the connected component
identifies individual as well as connected dots within the pattern. For a detailed
explanation on the topology measurements see Marchand and Maillet’s book
[133]. Table 5.6 show the three morphology measurements that were evaluated
as additional input parameters for the NN model. The Euler number was included
because it accounts for the external as well as the internal edges of a connected
component. Figure 5.29 illustrates the relationship of log mean area and the Euler
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number to the dot area fraction of a variety of halftone patterns. It was also found
that the Euler number correlated well with the variance of the reflectance values
of the printed image as illustrated in Figure 5.30.
PARAMETER SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
Log Mean Area A Log10 of the average area of
the connected components
Perimeter P Total perimeter of the con-
nected components
Euler Number E Total number of the con-
nected components in the
image minus the total num-
ber of holes in the connected
components
Table 5.6: Topological measurements of the halftone patterns
Figure 5.29 illustrates the relationship of log mean area and the Euler number
to the dot area fraction of a variety of halftone patterns.
Finally, the use of a regularization technique was also studied. Regulariza-
tion techniques are training algorithms designed to avoid over-fitting the training
data and therefore result in a more general solution to the problem. When the
data is over-fitted NN models tend to produce large errors when presented with
new data. Using small enough networks reduces the chances of over-fitting. The
difficulty lies in estimating how large the network should be for a specific ap-
plication. Regularization techniques modify the performance function, which is
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Figure 5.29: Log mean area and Euler number vs. dot area fraction of four different size
clustered periodic halftone patterns (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD16), one dispersed aperiodic
halftone pattern (ED) and one clustered aperiodic halftone pattern (LPS).
Figure 5.30: Reflectance Variance vs. Euler Number.
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typically the sum of squares of the network error on the training set. The new
performance function consist of redefining the error as a weighted sum of the
mean squared error (mse) and the mean squared weights (msw) of the network
(Equations 5.6 to 5.5). The weighting factor γ and ξ, also known as the regular-
ization parameters, represents the relative importance of the performance terms.
The mse term depends on both the NN architecture and the training data, while
the second term, depends on the NN architecture alone when γ = 1andξ = 0,
the back-propagation learning is unconstrained and the outcome is completely
determined by the training set. When γ = 0andξ = 1, the outcome is completely
determined by the NN architecture. The procedure forces some of the weights
to take values close to zero, automatically reducing the size of the network and
therefore improving generalization. The problem with regularization is that it is
difficult to estimate the performance ratio parameter. The regularization method
implemented in this research is known as Bayesian regularization [134, 135]. The
advantage of Bayesian regularization is that the optimal regularization parame-
ters are determined in an automated fashion since they are functions of the mse
and msw. The performance ratio is minimized with the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm.














The refinements described in this section resulted in a new NN architecture
NNGP6, which is show in Figure 5.31.






























Figure 5.31: NNGP6 architecture showing the modifications to the NNGP5 architec-
ture. The modifications include the addition of the morphological parameters M , the
modeling of individual parameters within groups and the use Bayesian regularization
for training.
5.2.5 Single Algorithm Modeling
The results from implementing the modeling by parameter for marginal and cross-
correlation statistics, the inclusion of the additional input parameters (log mean
area, perimeter, Euler number), and the use of the Bayesian regularization al-
gorithm for training (NNGP6 architecture) are summarized in the bar charts
of Figure 5.32 and the images of Figure 5.33. The bar charts show the higher
SNRs obtained for the marginal statistics, the granularity, and for the real 2D
auto-correlation function, for a large clustered periodic, a clustered aperiodic, a
dispersed aperiodic, and a small clustered periodic halftone patterns.
The improvements in the model SNRs can also be appreciated in the dot
structure of the synthesized images in Figures 5.33 and 5.34. In these figures,
the leftmost images are from modeling with the NNGP4 architecture, the middle





























Figure 5.32: Comparison of the modeling results between the NNGP4 NN architecture
and the refined architecture (NNGP6). From top to bottom, the bar charts show the
SNRs obtained for the marginal statistics, the granularity, and for the real 2D auto-
correlation function, for a large clustered periodic, a clustered aperiodic, a dispersed
aperiodic, and a small clustered periodic halftone patterns.
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images from modeling with the NNGP6 architecture, and the rightmost images
are the scans of the printed halftone patterns.
Figure 5.33: Synthesized modeled images for a large clustered periodic (top) and and a
clustered aperiodic (bottom) halftone pattern. The leftmost images were modeled with
the NNGP4 architecture, the middle images were modeled with the NNGP6 architec-
ture, and the rightmost images are the scans of the printed halftone patterns.
The visual improvement of modeling the dot structure of a clustered aperiodic
dot with the evolution of the NN architecture can be appreciated in the images of
Figure 5.35. From left to right the modeling of the dot structure improved with
the refinements of the NN architecture to closely approach the structured of the
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Figure 5.34: Synthesized modeled images for a dispersed aperiodic (top) and a small
clustered aperiodic (bottom) halftone pattern. The leftmost images were modeled with
the NNGP4 architecture, the middle images were modeled with the NNGP6 architec-
ture, and the rightmost images are the scans of the printed halftone patterns.
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scanned image.
NNGP4NNGP0 NNGP1 NNGP5 NNGP6 SCAN
Figure 5.35: These images show the visual effect of the evolution of the NN architecture
on the dot structure of a clustered aperiodic dot. The modeling of the dot structure
improved with the refinements of the NN architecture to closely approach the structured
of the scanned image.
5.2.5.1 Summary of Neural Network Architecture
Through various screening and sensitivity experiments, the printer NN model
architecture evolved from the large feed-forward architecture in Figure 5.4 to the
neural network bank architecture of Figure 5.36. In the NNGP6 architecture,
the estimated texture features Bˆ’s are modeled with a neural network NN either
as a group Bˆn or as individual parameters ˆBnm. The input variables to all the
neural networks consist of a set of feature parameters A1 and a set of topology
measurements M. Additional feature parameters An are used for some of the
texture features. All the neural networks have one hidden layer with a number of
neurons equal to 2X the numer of input parameters. In addition, all the neural
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Figure 5.36: Bank of Neural Networks used to model the texture features Bˆ of the
printed halftone patterns. The texture features are modeled in subgroups Bˆn or indi-
vidually ˆBnm. All the neural networks use a set of feature parameters A1 and a set of
topology measurements M as input parameters. Additional feature parameters An are
used for some of the texture features. All the neural networks have one hidden layer
with a number of neurons equal to 2X the number of input parameters. In addition,
all the neural networks are trained with the Bayesian regularization algorithm.
Chapter 6
Augmenting the Model
This chapter describes how the NN printer model was applied to modeling mul-
tiple halftone patterns simultaneously. The first evaluations were done with
halftone patterns belonging to the same class to evaluate the feasibility of the NN
model. Then, the printer model was challenged with a larger set of halftone pat-
terns that included clustered periodic algorithms of various sizes, dispersed ape-
riodic and clustered aperiodic halftone patterns. To model a variety of halftone
patterns, a strategy for the selection of training sets was developed. Modeling
multiple algorithms required additional refinements to the NN model.
6.1 Modelling clustered periodic halftones of dif-
ferent sizes.
Clustered periodic halftone patterns of two sizes (8 x 8 pixels (CD8) and 4 x 4 pix-
els (CD4)) were modeled concurrently with the NN model architecture described
in Section 5.2.5.1. The plots in Figure 6.1 show the measured vs. the mod-
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eled values for the reflectance mean, variance, and granularity for the combined
model. The plots and the SNR values in Table 6.1 demonstrate that the model
closely matches the reflectance mean and variance, and most of the granularity
predictions.



































































Figure 6.1: Modeling results for the reflectance mean, variance and granulariy of the
combine clustered periodic dot modeling using the NNGP6 architecture
A closer examination of the dot structures of the predicted samples is shown
in Figure 6.2. The scanned images are shown on the left side and the modeled
synthesized images are on the right. Most of the modeled images show close visual
agreement, demonstrating the capability of the NN to model multiple halftone
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SNR
Mean Variance Skewness Granularity
Model 31.6 23.3 18.2 25.7
CD8 36.7 26.5 19.6 29.6
CD4 25.3 15.9 16.3 -0.7
Table 6.1: SNR results of co-modeling of two clustered periodic halftone patterns of
different sizes an 8 x 8 pixels (CD8) and a 4 x 4 pixels (CD4). The table shows the
total model as well as the individual algorithms SNRs.
patterns. A close inspection of some of the images show that there are some dot
structure differences, particularly for the smaller clustered periodic dots. The dot
structure of the lower gray values of the smaller clustered periodic dot (first row)
did not model as well as when they were modeled independently (compare with
Figure 5.34). However, the results are quite remarkable considering that these
image textures were obtained by modeling the texture parameters from a small
set of input variables.
6.1.1 Morphological Classification Method for the Selec-
tion of a Training Set
When modeling one or two algorithms at a time, the selection of a training set can
be easily accomplished by including samples that cover the tonal range. However,
to model a variety of halftone patterns, a strategy for the selection of training sets
is needed. This section describes a strategy to select training sets by classifying
the halftone patterns according to a morphology criteria and by sampling from
the classification groups.
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Figure 6.2: Synthesis images of the co-modeling of two clustered periodic halftone
patterns of different sizes an 8 x 8 pixels (CD8) and a 4 x 4 pixels (CD4). The scanned
images are shown on the left side and the modeled synthesized images are on the right.
6.1.1.1 Overview
An alternative method based on the morphological similarities of binary halftone
patterns is introduced. Morphology refers to a set of topological measurements
that describe the physical characteristics of each halftone dot sample. The classi-
fication method uses topological measurements of the halftone pattern to describe
their morphology. The method is simple and allows for application to various ar-
eas of printing research; printer characterization, toner deposition studies, and
the development of printer models. The morphological classification of halftone
patterns is accomplished in three steps; topology analysis, principal component
analysis (PCA), and cluster analysis.
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6.1.1.2 Topology Analysis
The morphology information stored in the underlying pixel structure, and the
neighborhood relationship between the pixels of the halftone pattern, was studied
using a topology analysis. The topology analysis consist of three basic steps; first,
it defines a pixel neighborhood, second, it identifies the connected components
within the defined neighborhood, and third, it performs topological measurements
on the connected components. For halftone patterns, the connected components
identify individual as well as connected dots within the pattern. Table 5.6 show
the three topology measurements that were evaluated. For a detailed explanation
on the definition and calculation of the topology measurements see Marchand and
Maillet’s book [133].
Of the first five morphology measurements of Table 6.2, the mean area, the
perimeter, and the Euler number were previously discussed in Section 5.2.4. The
following four topology measurements (Lmaj, Lmin, E, θmaj) were selected to cap-
ture information about the size, symmetry, and spatial orientation of the halftone
dots. These measurements are calculated using a pattern recognition technique
that fits an ellipse to the halftone dots [136] as illustrated in Figure 6.3. The
parameters Lmaj, Lmin, E, and θmaj are geometrical measurements on the fitted
ellipse. The final measurement (Nv) is the number of Voronoi vertices and is
calculated from a voronoi tessellation of the halftone pattern [137]. The measure-
ment was included as a parameter that might yield anisotropy information of the
pattern. The morphology information of each halftone pattern is arranged in a
column vector ~x. The matrix X =
[
~x1 ~x2 . . . ~xn
]
, collects the morphology
vectors for all the halftone patterns.
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METRIC DESCRIPTION
Aw Total area of object pixels weighted by accounting for
different patterns of pixels within a 2x2 neighborhood
A Average area of objects
No Total number of objects
P Total perimeter of objects
Ne Total number of objects in the image minus the total
number of holes in the objects
Nme Mean Euler number of the objects
Lmaj Length of major axis of ellipse that has the same 2nd
moment as ROI
Lmin Length of minor axis of ellipse that has the same 2nd
moment as ROI
E Eccentricity of ellipse that has the same 2nd moment as
ROI
θmaj Angle between the x-axis and the MaEA
Nv Number of Voronoi vertices in the Voronoi diagram. The
Voronoi diagram partitions the binary image into regions,
such that all the objects in one region are closer to a
defining object in that region.
Table 6.2: Topological measurements for the connected components of the halftone
patterns
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Figure 6.3: Conceptual example of a pattern recognition technique that fits an ellipse to
the halftone dots [136] based on statistical criteria. The length of the ellipse major and
minor axes, the eccentricity, and the angle between the x-axis and the major axis (θmaj)
are use as topology measurements to capture information about the size, symmetry,
and spatial orientation of the halftone dots.
6.1.1.3 Principal Component Analysis
To eliminate any correlation between the topological measurements, a PCA was
performed on the original data X. The PCA finds a projection matrix P with
rows that form a special orthonormal basis that span the columns of X. The
row vectors of P are known as principal components and have the particular
property that the greatest variance of any projection of the data lies on the
first principal component, the second greatest variance on the second principal
component and so on. To attain this property, the principal components are
chosen as the eigenvectors of the matrix XXT which is the covariance matrix of
X. The data is then transformed to the principal component basis by matrix
multiplication of the projection matrix and the original data (Equation 6.1).
Halftone patterns that have similar morphologies are close in distance within the
principal component space.
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Y=PX (6.1)
6.1.1.4 Cluster Analysis
The cluster analysis groups each halftone pattern into a cluster with other halftone
patterns of similar morphology. A hierarchical clustering technique was used,
where a cluster tree is created to group the binary halftone patterns into groups
of similar morphology [138]. Among the many possible clustering algorithms, the
hierarchical clustering tree method offers two clear advantages for training set
selection. First, the method does not create clusters with overlapping objects
(each halftone pattern will belong to only one class). Second, the method allows
the user to decide the most appropriate level of clustering for a practical applica-
tion without the need for cluster reclassification. The outcome of the hierarchical
clustering technique is a multilevel structure of clusters (cluster tree) that shows
the relationship among the different halftone patterns. The cluster tree is built
by calculating the similarity between each pair of halftone patterns and then
linking the halftone patterns that are closer together to form the clusters. Simi-
larity is defined as the inverse of the distance between the objects in the principal
component space. The objects are grouped into a binary hierarchical cluster tree
where objects that are in close proximity (high similarity) are linked together. As
objects are clustered together, the newly formed clusters are grouped into larger
clusters, using again the similarity criteria, until the complete hierarchical tree is
formed.
The graphical representation of the hierarchical tree is viewed by using a
dendrogram plot (Figure 6.4). In a dendrogram plot, the numbers along the
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horizontal axis represent the indices of the objects in the original data set. The
links between the objects are represented by inverted U-shaped lines. The height
or flat area of the U shows the distance between the objects and is known as
the cophenetic distance. For example, the link between objects 4 and 5 has a
cophenetic distance of 1 while the link that groups object 1 with objects 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 has a cophenetic distance of 3.5. If the cluster tree accurately represents
the data, there will be a strong linear correlation between the cluster distances
(cophenetic distance) and the original distances between the halftone patterns.
The strength of the correlation is measured by the linear correlation coefficient
which is known as cophenetic correlation coefficient.




















Figure 6.4: Dendrogram: graphical representation of the hierarchical tree. In a dendro-
gram plot, the numbers along the horizontal axis represent the indices of the objects
in the original data set. The links between the objects are represented by inverted U-
shaped lines. The height or flat area of the U shows the distance between the objects
and is known as the cophenetic distance.
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6.1.1.5 Group Threshold
Since the level of discrimination between clusters is determined by the cophe-
netic distance, choosing a cophenetic distance as a threshold value defines the
total number of clusters. Selecting a low threshold increases the discrimination
sensitivity and; therefore, increases the number of clusters. Although various
techniques have been reported to assist in the selection of the threshold value
[139], its selection should be adapted to the data. Given that the definition of a
“good” morphological cluster is subjective, in this research the threshold value
was selected by visual inspection of various cluster combinations. As a general
guideline, when the set of halftone patterns being evaluated is morphologically
similar, a lower cophenetic distance threshold may be desired because it increases
the discrimination sensitivity.
6.1.1.6 Evaluation of the Method
This clustering method requires the selection of three parameters: a distance met-
ric, a linkage method, and a threshold value. To generate the classification classes,
seven families of binary halftone patterns representing a wide range of spatial fre-
quency characteristics were chosen. The patterns included clustered periodic,
dispersed aperiodic, and clustered aperiodic halftone patterns. The topologi-
cal measurements previously described were calculated for each of the halftone
pattern samples, the data was normalized and the PCA was performed. The
hierarchical clustering was evaluated with various combinations of three distance
metrics (Euclidian, city block, and Mahalanobis)[140], and five linkage methods
(nearest neighbor, farthest neighbor, average neighbor, centroid, and ward). The
centroid and ward methods were paired only with the Euclidian metric. The
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cophenetic correlation coefficient was used as the criterion to select the best com-
bination. Table 6.3 shows the cophenetic correlation coefficient results for each
of the combinations. The highest cophenetic correlation coefficient was obtained
Distance Metric
LINK Euclidian City Block Mahalanobis
Nearest 0.867 0.800 0.518
Farthest 0.885 0.818 0.482
Average 0.896 0.836 0.510
Centroid 0.903 − −
Ward 0.852 − −
Table 6.3: Cophenetic correlation coefficient for various combinations of distance met-
rics and linkage methods.
with the combination of the Euclidian metric and the centroid linkage method,
and therefore, this combination was chosen to build the hierarchical tree shown
in the dendrogram in Figure 6.5. In this dendrogram, the x axis represents the
halftone pattern clusters with an identification number and the y axis represents
the cophenetic distance. The inverted U-shape lines demonstrate the links be-
tween the clusters. The dendrogram shows the top 30 clusters for the halftone
pattern data tested. The selection of the threshold values was done by a group
of observers who visually inspected the halftone pattern members of the various
clusters at a given threshold and compared them with neighboring clusters. The
threshold value was adjusted until there was consensus among the observers that
the clusters represented similar morphologies. It was found that a threshold value
of approximately 0.80 yielded a good compromise between the cluster morpholo-
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Dendrogram for Euclidian Linkage




















Figure 6.5: Dendrogram showing the top 30 clusters when characterized with the Eu-
clidian distance metric and the centroid linkage method.
gies and the number of clusters. Figures 6.6 show some of the members of two
clusters obtained with the 0.80 threshold value. The cluster on the left groups
patterns with nearly equidistant, non-connected pixels. The cluster on the right
group patterns with small L-shape components that have a diagonal character
(∼ 45 ◦).
The morphology classification described above was used for the selection of
training sets for the neural network printer model when modeling multiple algo-
rithms. The method assures no overlap between classification groups and allows
the user to easily adjust the final clusters to match their specific application. The
morphology classification method may find application in other areas of research,
such as printer characterization and toner deposition studies.
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Figure 6.6: Example of the members of two of the clusters. The cluster on the left
groups patterns with nearly equidistant, non-connected pixels. The cluster on the right
groups patterns with small L-shape components that have a diagonal character (∼ 45 ◦).
6.2 Modeling Multiple Halftone Patterns
The printer model was challenged with a large set of halftone patterns that in-
cluded clustered periodic algorithms of various sizes, dispersed aperiodic and clus-
tered aperiodic halftone patterns. The NN model architecture was the NNGP6
used when modeling the clustered periodic dots in Section 6.1. The morphology
classification method was used to select a set of halftone patterns to train the
neural network. The training set was built by randomly selecting members from
classification clusters. The selection criteria was to include samples from at least
70% of the clusters. The samples within the selected clusters were randomly
selected.
The results for the mean and variance reflectance are shown in Figure 6.7.
Although the model successfully predicted most of the mean and variance values,
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it failed to predict various samples with large errors. The model fitness for the
reflectance mean, variance, skewness and granularity are shown in Table 6.4. In
this table CDn stands for clustered periodic halftone patterns of size n x n pix-
els, ED represents the dispersed aperiodic halftone pattern, and LPS represents
the clustered aperiodic halftone pattern. Modeling multiple algorithms together
resulted in reflectance mean and variance failure for various halftone patterns.
The patterns most affected were those with higher frequency content (i.e. CD2
and ED). This is an indication that the set of input parameters selected for mod-
eling single algorithms might not be sufficient to discriminate among multiple
algorithms.













































Figure 6.7: Results from modeling multiple algorithms with the NNGP6 architecture
and the morphological selection of training sets. Although the model successfully pre-
dicted most of the mean and variance values, it failed to predict various samples with
large errors.
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SNR
Mean Variance Skewness Granularity
Model 30.5 20.5 11.0 23.7
CD2 23.3 17.6 6.7 0.1
CD3 7.9 15.4 9.2 18.1
CD4 12.5 18.2 12.0 −1.4
CD8 23.8 22.2 10.9 16.9
CD16 23.3 16.8 13.1 21.6
ED 14.2 −3.6 7.2 −15.8
LPS 22.0 13.1 14.6 7.4
Table 6.4: SNR Results from co-modeling multiple algorithms with the NNGP6 archi-
tecture and the morphological selection of training sets.
6.2.1 Further model refinements
The results from the previous section motivated the search for additional model
refinements. A difficulty that the model confronted when modeling multiple algo-
rithms resulted from the large variation in dot gain between the halftone patterns.
Halftone patterns with high dot gain will reach maximum density at much lower
dot area fractions than low dot gain halftone patterns. The net result is that at
high densities, although the texture characteristics of the halftone patterns are
changing, they all result in the same printed texture. Basically there are numer-
ous distinct halftone feature vectors that map to the same printed texture. To
address this condition, a new modeling strategy for the low reflectance is required.
To minimize this effect, the capabilities of the NN model were evaluated for dot
area fractions that were 50% or less.
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Additional input parameters were also studied. The search for parameters
concentrated in finding parameters that improved the modeling of the marginal
statistics. Because the model failures were larger in halftone patterns that contain
higher frequencies, the search for parameters included the variance of the high
pass residual (HPRV) and the central value of the real 2d autocorrelation (CACR)
at each scale. The bar chart in Figure 6.8 shows the improvement in the mean,
variance, and skewness modeling for multiple algorithms as a function of the
additional parameters. In the bar chart, “Base” refers to the NNGP6 baseline
model used in Section 6.2, HPRV is the addition of the high pass band variance
residual, and HPRV + CACR refers to the addition of the high pass band variance
residual and the central value of the real 2D autocorrelation functions for each
scale.
The modifications described above defined a new NN architecture (NNGP7)
as shown in Figure 6.9. In this figure AS represents the addition of high pass
band variance residual (HPRV) and central value of the real 2D autocorrelation
functions (CACR) to the model.
The NNGP7 architecture was tested to model the multiple algorithms. Re-
sults shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 illustrate that the modifications lowered the
modeling errors.














Figure 6.8: Improvements in the mean, variance, and skewness reflectance modeling for
multiple algorithms as a function of the additional parameters. In the bar chart, “Base”
refers to the NNGP6 baseline model used in Section 6.2, HPRV is the addition of the
high pass band variance residual, and HPRV + CACR refers to the addition of the
high pass band variance residual and the central value of the real 2D autocorrelation
functions for each scale.









































Figure 6.9: The bank of neural networks (NNGP7) is a modification of NNGP6. In
NNGP7 AS represents the addition of high pass band variance residual (HPRV) and
central value of the real 2D autocorrelation functions (CACR) to the model.
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Figure 6.10: Results from modeling multiple algorithms with the NNGP7 architecture
showing that the architecture modifications lowered the modeling errors.











Figure 6.11: Comparison of the SNR results after the inclusion of the HPRV and the
CACR parameters (NEW). “Base” refers to the baseline model used in section 6.2
.
Chapter 7
Summary and Future Research
7.1 Summary
A new framework for printer modeling was introduced and its feasibility was
demonstrated for building an electrophotographic printer model. The new frame-
work introduces the concept of modeling a printer as a texture transformation
machine. The basic premise is that modeling the texture differences between
the output printed images and the input images encompasses all printing dis-
tortions, including the printer characteristics, the input halftone image, the col-
orants, and the substrate. The feasibility of the framework was demonstrated
with case studies modeling an electrophotographic printer. The printer model
was implemented as a bank of feed-forward neural networks, each one specialized
in modeling a group of textural features of the printed halftone pattern. The key
texture parameters to be modeled by the bank were identified. It was demon-
strated that the set of input texture features of the input halftone patterns was
insufficient for accurate modeling and that additional morphological parameters
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were needed to augment the set, thereby improving the accuracy of the results.
The multiresolution operational parameters for texture decomposition, and the
neural network model operational parameters were studied. Guidelines for their
operational limits were established. A method for the selection of training sets
based on the morphological properties of the halftone patterns was developed.
The model is fast and has the capability of continuing to learn with additional
training. The model can be easily implemented because it only requires a cali-
brated scanner. The model was challenged with halftone patterns representing
a wide range of spatial characteristics found in halftoning. Results show that
our model provides accurate predictions for marginal statistics and granularity
when modeling halftone patterns individually and it provides close approxima-
tions when modeling multiple halftone patterns simultaneously.
7.2 Future Research
The approach in this dissertation is only one of many possible ways to imple-
ment the modeling framework. The results presented here demonstrate sufficient
accuracy to promote further research in this area to continue the development
of printer models in a texture space. With the introduction of a new framework
come numerous opportunities for further research. Following is a list describing
some of the future research opportunities;
• Dot structure studies: conduct high resolution studies to model the dot
structures of the halftone patterns.
• Application to printer calibrations: support the tabular approach to printer
models with texture model calibrations.
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• Augment halftone pattern database: continue to train the neural network
model with an expanded algorithm database of halftone algorithms. Poten-
tially include most of the algorithms reported in the literature.
• Variations in neural network: explore the use of other types of neural net-
work types.
• Substrate printer interaction: characterization of effect of paper properties
in printing quality.
• Characterization of printer wear: develop a test target to characterize vari-
ations in printing quality due to component wear.
• Texture representations: explore the use of other parametric texture repre-
sentations.
• Model in mass toner space: apply this type of model to the mass toner
technique such as the one developed by Gunawan [23].
• Toner consumption: characterize the relationship between the halftone pat-
terns and toner consumption. The assumption is that toner consumption
is a function of the halftone pattern texture.
• Printer components: characterize the effect of interchanging toner printer
components (i.e. comparing fusing technologies).
• Application to other printing technologies: evaluate the framework with
other printing technologies (i.e. inkjet).
• Multi-toning: expand the model to multiple tone printers
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• Morphology classification neural network: develop a morphology classifica-
tion neural network to precede the bank of neural networks.
• Eigenhalftones: develop the concept of Eigenhalftones for a printer. The
idea is to find a set of independent halftone patterns that are an orthogonal
basis for the halftone patterns of a specific printer.
• Expand the set of texture parameters: evaluate the use of multi-scale en-
tropy (generalized entropies) for pattern classification or as input variables.
• Toner spread function and scale: evaluate the dependence of toner spread
function on scale.
• Calibration: apply the neural network printer framework to calibrate the
response of specific dot structures. This can be used to generate calibration
tables for other printer models.
Appendix A
Multiresolution Decompositions
The goal of multiresolution decompositions is to decompose images into informa-
tion at multiple scales. From the multi-scale decompositions information about
the image features and structures could be extracted. Pyramid decompositions
are multiresolution techniques. These techniques are based on linear transforma-
tions and therefore, can be characterize by matrix operations.
A.0.1 Invertible Linear Transforms, Projection and Basis
Functions
A linear transform is a represented as a matrix. A vector ~x can be represented as
a linear combination of a set of vectors. In the equation ~x = B∗~c, x is represented
as a linear combination of the columns of B. The columns of B are the basis
functions and ~c is a vector of coefficients that indicates the amount of each of
the basis vectors that composes ~x. If the linear transformation is invertible the
coefficients ~c are found by the projection of the vector ~x into the basis vectors by
a set P of projection functions. The columns of P are the projection functions.
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The coefficients are obtained by the matrix operation ~c = P′ ∗ ~x. Notice that if
invertible B∗P′ = I, where I is the identity matrix, therefore, P′ = B−1. Building
a pyramid corresponds to multiplication by the projection matrix. Reconstructing
from this pyramid corresponds to multiplication by the basis matrix. Thus, the
product of the two matrices should be the identity matrix.
A.0.2 The Gaussian Pyramid
The Gaussian pyramid consist of a sequence of copies of an original image in
which the resolution and the sample density are decreased in regular steps. Let
g0 be the original image and h0 be a lowpass filter. The pyramid is created by a
sequence of low-pass filtering followed by down-sampling operations (↓ 2).
g0 ∗ h0 ↓ 2 = g1 (A.1)
g1 ∗ h0 ↓ 2 = g2 (A.2)
...
gn−1 ∗ h0 ↓ 2 = gn (A.3)
Figures A.1 and A.2 show the original and a 4 level gaussian pyramid.
This representation is highly redundant (overcomplete) since coarse scales
provide much of the information in the finer scales.
A.0.3 Laplacian Pyramids
Another representation can be obtain starting from the gaussian pyramid. Notice
that subtracting a blurred image from the original leaves only the fine scale detail
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Figure A.1: Original Image.
Figure A.2: Gaussian Pyramid 4 Levels.
and trivially the original image can be reconstructed by adding them. In the
Gaussian pyramid he blurred images are stored at 1/2 the original sample rate.
To extract fine scale detail using the Gaussian pyramid, the blurred image from a
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given scale is interpolated back up to full size of the previous scale and then their
difference is calculate. With this technique a Gaussian pyramid can be used to
compute a new pyramid by recursively repeating this operation at all scales and
keeping only the finer scale image. This constitutes a complete representation of
the original image since it can be reconstructed by recursively adding the images.
Figure A.3 shows the a 4 level Laplacian pyramid.
Figure A.3: Laplacian Pyramid 4 Levels.
This is also an invertible linear transform that maps an input image to a series
of bandpass images and a residual low pass image. Notice that the number of
samples in the representation is the same as in the Gaussian pyramid, thus, this
representation is also overcomplete.
There are two things about the Laplacian pyramid that are undesirable. First,
it is overcomplete and Therefore, the representation has more pixels than the
original. Secondly the information in the bands is not separated by orientation.
There are other types of pyramids that address this issues.
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A.0.3.1 The Steerable Pyramid
Another type of decomposition is the steerable pyramid. In this decomposition
the band information is further separated by orientation by using steerable filters.
The goal of the steerable pyramid is to capture local oriented structure at each
scale in the image decomposition The system diagram for the steerable pyramid














Figure A.4: The steerable Pyramid.
The filters H0 and L0 are used to initially split the input image into a highpass
residual band and lowpass subband. This lowpass subband is then split into a
lower pass subband and K oriented subbands. The pyramid is built by recursively
splitting the lowpass subband L1. This is achieve by inserting a copy of the shaded
area of the diagram at the location of the filled circle. An implementation of the
steerable pyramid was developed by Portilla et al. [122]. In this implementation
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B(r, θ) = H(r)G(θ), k ∈ [0, K − 1] (A.6)
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where r, theta, are polar coordinates, and
α = 2K−1
(K − 1)!√
K[2(K − 1)]! (A.9)
The recursive procedure is started by filtering the input image into a lowpass
and a highpass portion using the filters:
















Figure A.5 shows a steerable pyramid decomposition into 2 levels and 3 ori-
entations.
Figure A.5: Steerable pyramid with 2 levels and 3 orientations.
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